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TITLE 29--LABOR
PART 4_LABOR STANDARDS FOR FEDERAL SERVICE CONTRACTS--Table of
Contents
Subpart A Service Contract Labor Standards Provisions and Procedures
Sec. 4.6 Labor standards clauses for Federal service contracts exceeding

.

The clauses set forth in the following paragraphs shall be included in full by the contracting
agency in every contract/Inter-Governmental Service Agreement (IGSA) entered into by the
United States or the District of Columbia, in excess of
, or in an indefinite amount, the
principal purpose of which is to furnish services through the use of service employees:
(a) Service Contract Act of 1965, as amended: This contract/IGSA is subject to the Service
Contract Act of 1965 as amended (41 U.S.C. 351 et seq.) and is subject to the following
provisions and to all other applicable provisions of the Act and regulations of the Secretary of
Labor issued there under (29 CFR part 4).
(b)(1) Each service employee employed in the performance of this Contract/IGSA by the
contractor or any subcontractor shall be paid not less than the minimum monetary wages and
shall be furnished fringe benefits in accordance with the wages and fringe benefits determined by
the Secretary of Labor or authorized representative, as specified in any wage determination
attached to this contract.
(2)(i) If there is such a wage determination attached to this Contract/IGSA, the contracting
officer shall require that any class of service employee which is not listed therein and which is to
be employed under the Contract/IGSA (i.e., the work to be performed is not performed by any
classification listed in the wage determination), be classified by the contractor so as to provide a
reasonable relationship (i.e., appropriate level of skill comparison) between such unlisted
classifications and the classifications listed in the wage determination. Such conformed class of
employees shall be paid the monetary wages and furnished the fringe benefits as are determined
pursuant to the procedures in this section.
(ii)Such conforming procedure shall be initiated by the contractor prior to the performance of
contract/IGSA work by such unlisted class of employee. A written report of the proposed
conforming action, including information regarding the agreement or disagreement of the
authorized representative of the employees involved or, where there is no authorized
representative, the employees themselves, shall be submitted by the contractor to the contracting
officer no later than 30 days after such unlisted class of employees performs any Contract/IGSA
work. The contracting officer shall review the proposed action and promptly submit a report of
the action, together with the agency's recommendation and all pertinent information including
the position of the contractor and the employees, to the Wage and Hour Division, Employment
Standards Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, for review. The Wage and Hour Division
will approve, modify, or disapprove the action or render a final determination in the event of
disagreement within 30 days of receipt or will notify the contracting officer within 30 days of
receipt that additional time is necessary.
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(iii) The final determination of the conformance action by the Wage and Hour Division shall be
transmitted to the contracting officer who shall promptly notify the contractor of the action
taken. Each affected employee shall be furnished by the contractor with a written copy of such
determination or it shall be posted as a part of the wage determination.
(iv)(A) The process of establishing wage and fringe benefit rates that bears a reasonable
relationship to those listed in a wage determination cannot be [[Page 41]] reduced to any single
formula. The approach used may vary from wage determination to wage determination
depending on the circumstances. Standard wage and salary administration practices, which rank
various job classifications by pay grade pursuant to point schemes or other job factors may, for
example, be relied upon. Guidance may also be obtained from the way different jobs are rated
under Federal pay systems (Federal Wage Board Pay System and the General Schedule) or from
other wage determinations issued in the same locality. Basic to the establishment of any
conformable wage rate(s) is the concept that a pay relationship should be maintained between job
classifications based on the skill required and the duties performed.
(B) In the case of a Contract/IGSA modification, an exercise of an option or extension of an
existing contract, or in any other case where a contractor succeeds a Contract/IGSA under which
the classification in question was previously conformed pursuant to this section, a new
conformed wage rate and fringe benefits may be assigned to such conformed classification by
indexing (i.e., adjusting) the previous conformed rate and fringe benefits by an amount equal to
the average (mean) percentage increase (or decrease, where appropriate) between the wages and
fringe benefits specified for all classifications to be used on the Contract/IGSA which are listed
in the current wage determination, and those specified for the corresponding classifications in the
previously applicable wage determination. Where conforming actions are accomplished in
accordance with this paragraph prior to the performance of Contract/IGSA work by the unlisted
class of employees, the contractor shall advise the contracting officer of the action taken but the
other procedures in paragraph (b) (2) (ii) of this section need not be followed.
(C) No employee engaged in performing work on this Contract/IGSA shall in any event be paid
less than the currently applicable minimum wage specified under section 6(a) (1) of the Fair
Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended. (v) The wage rate and fringe benefits finally
determined pursuant to paragraphs (b)(2)(i) and (ii) of this section shall be paid to all employees
performing in the classification from the first day on which Contract/IGSA work is performed by
them in the classification. Failure to pay such unlisted employees the compensation agreed upon
by the interested parties and/or finally determined by the Wage and Hour Division retroactive to
the date such class of employees commenced Contract/IGSA work shall be a violation of the Act
and this contract.(vi) Upon discovery of failure to comply with paragraphs (b)(2)(i) through (v)
of this section, the Wage and Hour Division shall make a final determination of conformed
classification, wage rate, and/or fringe benefits which shall be retroactive to the date such class
of employees commenced Contract/IGSA work.
(3) If, as authorized pursuant to section 4(d) of the Service Contract Act of 1965 as amended, the
term of this Contract/IGSA is more than 1 year, the minimum monetary wages and fringe
benefits required to be paid or furnished there under to service employees shall be subject to
adjustment after 1 year and not less often than once every 2 years, pursuant to wage
Page 2 of 8
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determinations to be issued by the Wage and Hour Division, Employment Standards
Administration of the Department of Labor as provided in such Act.
(c) The contractor or subcontractor may discharge the obligation to furnish fringe benefits
specified in the attachment or determined conformably thereto by furnishing any equivalent
combinations of bona fide fringe benefits, or by making equivalent or differential payments in
cash in accordance with the applicable rules set forth in subpart D of 29 CFR part 4, and not
otherwise.
(d)(1) In the absence of a minimum wage attachment for this contract, neither the contractor nor
any subcontractor under this Contract/IGSA shall pay any person performing work under the
Contract/IGSA (regardless of whether they are service employees) less than the minimum wage
specified by section 6(a)(1) of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938. Nothing in this provision
shall relieve the contractor or any subcontractor of any other obligation under [[Page 42]] law or
Contract/IGSA for the payment of a higher wage to any employee.
(2) If this Contract/IGSA succeeds a contract, subject to the Service Contract Act of 1965 as
amended, under which substantially the same services were furnished in the same locality and
service employees were paid wages and fringe benefits provided for in a collective bargaining
agreement, in the absence of the minimum wage attachment for this
Contract/IGSA setting forth such collectively bargained wage rates and fringe benefits, neither
the contractor nor any subcontractor under this Contract/IGSA shall pay any service employee
performing any of the Contract/IGSA work (regardless of whether or not such employee was
employed under the predecessor contract), less than the wages and fringe benefits provided for in
such collective bargaining agreements, to which such employee would have been entitled if
employed under the predecessor contract, including accrued wages and fringe benefits and any
prospective increases in wages and fringe benefits provided for under such agreement. No
contractor or subcontractor under this Contract/IGSA may be relieved of the foregoing obligation
unless the limitations of Sec. 4.1b(b) of 29 CFR part 4 apply or unless the Secretary of Labor or
his authorized representative finds, after a hearing as provided in Sec. 4.10 of 29 CFR part 4 that
the wages and/or fringe benefits provided for in such agreement are substantially at variance with
those which prevail for services of a character similar in the locality, or determines, as provided
in Sec. 4.11 of 29 CFR part 4, that the collective bargaining agreement applicable to service
employees employed under the predecessor Contract/IGSA was not entered into as a result of
arm's-length negotiations. Where it is found in accordance with the review procedures provided
in 29 CFR 4.10 and/or 4.11 and parts 6 and 8 that some or all of the wages and/or fringe benefits
contained in a predecessor contractor's collective bargaining agreement are substantially at
variance with those which prevail for services of a character similar in the locality, and/or that
the collective bargaining agreement applicable to service employees employed under the
predecessor Contract/IGSA was not entered into as a result of arm's-length negotiations, the
Department will issue a new or revised wage determination setting forth the applicable wage
rates and fringe benefits. Such determination shall be made part of the Contract/IGSA or
subcontract, in accordance with the decision of the Administrator, the Administrative Law Judge,
or the Administrative Review Board, as the case may be, irrespective of whether such issuance
occurs prior to or after the award of a Contract/IGSA or subcontract. 53 Comp. Gen. 401 (1973).
In the case of a wage determination issued solely as a result of a finding of substantial variance,
such determination shall be effective as of the date of the final administrative decision.
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(e) The contractor and any subcontractor under this Contract/IGSA shall notify each service
employee commencing work on this Contract/IGSA of the minimum monetary wage and any
fringe benefits required to be paid pursuant to this contract, or shall post the wage determination
attached to this contract. The poster provided by the Department of Labor (Publication WH
1313) shall be posted in a prominent and accessible place at the worksite. Failure to comply with
this requirement is a violation of section 2(a) (4) of the Act and of this contract.
(f) The contractor or subcontractor shall not permit any part of the services called for by this
Contract/IGSA to be performed in buildings or surroundings or under working conditions
provided by or under the control or supervision of the contractor or subcontractor which are
unsanitary or hazardous or dangerous to the health or safety of service employees engaged to
furnish these services, and the contractor or subcontractor shall comply with the safety and
health standards applied under 29 CFR part 1925.
(g)(1) The contractor and each subcontractor performing work subject to the Act shall make and
maintain for 3 years from the completion of the work records containing the information
specified in paragraphs (g)(1) (i) through (vi) of this section for each employee subject to the Act
and shall make them available for inspection [[Page 43]] and transcription by authorized
representatives of the Wage and Hour Division, Employment Standards Administration of the
U.S. Department of Labor:
(i) Name and address and social security number of each employee.
(ii)The correct work classification or classifications, rate or rates of monetary wages paid and
fringe benefits provided, rate or rates of fringe benefit payments in lieu thereof, and total daily
and weekly compensation of each employee.
(iii) The number of daily and weekly hours so worked by each employee.
(iv) Any deductions, rebates, or refunds from the total daily or weekly compensation of each
employee.
(v) A list of monetary wages and fringe benefits for those classes of service employees not
included in the wage
determination attached to this Contract/IGSA but for which such wage rates or fringe benefits
have been determined by the interested parties or by the Administrator or authorized
representative pursuant to the labor standards clause in paragraph (b) of this section. A copy of
the report required by the clause in Paragraph (b) (2) (ii) of this section shall be deemed to be
such a list.
(vi) Any list of the predecessor contractor's employees which had been furnished to the
contractor pursuant to Sec. 4.6(l)(2).
(2) The contractor shall also make available a copy of this Contract/IGSA for inspection or
transcription by authorized representatives of the Wage and Hour Division.
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(3) Failure to make and maintain or to make available such records for inspection and
transcription shall be a violation of the regulations and this contract, and in the case of failure to
produce such records, the contracting officer, upon direction of the Department of Labor and
notification of the contractor, shall take action to cause suspension of any further payment or
advance of funds until such violation ceases.
(4) The contractor shall permit authorized representatives of the Wage and Hour Division to
conduct interviews with employees at the worksite during normal working hours.
(h) The contractor shall unconditionally pay to each employee subject to the Act all wages due
free and clear and without subsequent deduction (except as otherwise provided by law or
Regulations, 29 CFR part 4), rebate, or kickback on any account. Such payments shall be made
no later than one pay period following the end of the regular
pay period in which such wages were earned or accrued. A pay period under this Act may not be
of any duration longer than semi-monthly.
(i) The contracting officer shall withhold or cause to be withheld from the Government prime
contractor under this or any other Government Contract/IGSA with the prime contractor such
sums as an appropriate official of the Department of Labor requests or such sums as the
contracting officer decides may be necessary to pay underpaid employees employed by the
contractor or subcontractor. In the event of failure to pay any employees subject to the Act all or
part of the wages or fringe benefits due under the Act, the agency may, after authorization or by
direction of the Department of Labor and written notification to the contractor, take action to
cause suspension of any further payment or advance of funds until such violations have ceased.
Additionally, any failure to comply with the requirements of these clauses relating to the Service
Contract Act of 1965, may be grounds for termination of the right to proceed with the
Contract/IGSA work. In such event, the Government may enter into other contracts or
arrangements for completion of the work, charging the contractor in default with any additional
cost.
(j) The contractor agrees to insert these clauses in this section relating to the Service Contract
Act of 1965 in all Subcontracts subject to the Act. The term contractor as used in these clauses in
any subcontract shall be deemed to refer to the subcontractor, except in the term Government
prime contractor.
(k)(1) As used in these clauses, the term service employee means any person engaged in the
performance of this Contract/IGSA other than any person employed in a bona fide executive,
administrative, or professional capacity, as those terms are defined in part 541 of title 29, Code
of Federal Regulations, as of July [[Page44)) 30, 1976, and any subsequent revision of those
regulations. The term service employee includes all such persons regardless of any contractual
relationship that may be alleged to exist between a contractor or subcontractor and such persons.
(2) The following statement is included in contracts pursuant to section 2(a) (5) of the Act and is
for informational purposes only:
The following classes of service employees expected to be employed under the Contract/IGSA
with the Government would be subject, if employed by the contracting agency, to the provisions
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of 5 U.S.C. 5341 or 5 U.S.C. 5332 and would, if so employed, be paid not less than the following
rates of wages and fringe benefits:
Employee class

GS-05
GS-07
GS-09

wage-fringe benefit

$
$
$

Search current rates at http://www.opm.gov/oca/12tables/
(l)(1) If wages to be paid or fringe benefits to be furnished any service employees employed by
the Government prime contractor or any subcontractor under the Contract/IGSA are provided for
in a collective bargaining agreement which is or will be effective during any period in which the
Contract/IGSA is being performed, the Government prime contractor shall report such fact to the
contracting officer, together with full information as to the application and accrual of such wages
and fringe benefits, including any prospective increases, to service employees engaged in work
on the contract, and a copy of the collective bargaining agreement. Such report shall be made
upon commencing performance of the contract, in the case of collective bargaining agreements
effective at such time, and in the case of such agreements or provisions or amendments thereof
effective at a later time during the period of Contract/IGSA performance, such agreements shall
be reported promptly after negotiation thereof.
(2) Not less than 10 days prior to completion of any Contract/IGSA being performed at a Federal
facility where service employees may be retained in the performance of the succeeding
Contract/IGSA and subject to a wage determination which contains vacation or other benefit
provisions based upon length of service with a contractor (predecessor) or successor (Sec. 4.173
of Regulations, 29 CFR part 4), the incumbent prime contractor shall furnish to the contracting
officer a certified list of the names of all service employees on the contractor's or subcontractor's
payroll during the last month of Contract/IGSA performance. Such list shall also contain
anniversary dates of employment on the Contract/IGSA either with the current or predecessor
contractors of each such service employee. The contracting officer shall turn over such list to the
successor contractor at the commencement of the succeeding contract.
(m) Rulings and interpretations of the Service Contract Act of 1965, as amended, are contained
in Regulations, 29 CFR part 4.
(n)(1) By entering into this contract, the contractor (and officials thereof) certifies that neither it
(nor he or she) nor any person or firm who has a substantial interest in the contractor's firm is a
person or firm ineligible to be awarded Government contracts by virtue of the sanctions imposed
pursuant to section 5 of the Act.
(2) No part of this Contract/IGSA shall be subcontracted to any person or firm ineligible for
award of a Government Contract/IGSA pursuant to section 5 of the Act.
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(3) The penalty for making false statements is prescribed in the U.S. Criminal Code, 18 U.S.C.
1001.
(o) Notwithstanding any of the clauses in paragraphs (b) through (m) of this section relating to
the Service Contract Act of 1965, the following employees may be employed in accordance with
the following variations, tolerances, and exemptions, which the Secretary of Labor, pursuant to
section 4(b) of the Act prior to its amendment by Public Law 92-473, found to be necessary and
proper in the public interest or to avoid serious impairment of the conduct of Government
business:
(1)Apprentices, student-learners, and workers whose earning capacity is impaired by age,
physical, or mental deficiency or injury may be employed at wages lower than the minimum
wages otherwise required by section 2(a) (1) or([Page 45]]
(2)(b)(1) of the Service Contract Act without diminishing any fringe benefits or cash payments in
lieu thereof required under section 2(a) (2) of that Act, in accordance with the conditions and
procedures prescribed for the employment of apprentices, student-learners, handicapped persons,
and handicapped clients of sheltered workshops under section 14 of the Fair Labor Standards Act
of 1938, in the regulations issued by the Administrator (29 CFR parts 520, 521, 524, and 525).
(3) The Administrator will issue certificates under the Service Contract Act for the employment
of apprentices, student-learners, handicapped persons, or handicapped clients of sheltered
workshops not subject to the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, or subject to different minimum
rates of pay under the two acts, authorizing appropriate rates of minimum wages (but without
changing requirements concerning fringe benefits or supplementary cash payments in lieu
thereof), applying procedures prescribed by the applicable regulations issued under the Fair
Labor Standards Act of 1938 (29 CFR parts 520, 521, 524, and 525).
(4) The Administrator will also withdraw, annul, or cancel such certificates in accordance with
the regulations in parts 525 and 528 of title 29 of the Code of Federal Regulations.
(p) Apprentices will be permitted to work at less than the predetermined rate for the work they
perform when they are employed and individually registered in a bona fide apprenticeship
program registered with a State Apprenticeship Agency which is recognized by the U.S.
Department of Labor, or if no such recognized agency exists in a State, under a program
registered with the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, Employment and Training
Administration, U.S. Department of Labor. Any employee who is not registered as an apprentice
in an approved program shall be paid the wage rate and fringe benefits contained in the
applicable wage determination for the journeyman classification of work actually performed. The
wage rates paid apprentices shall not be less than the wage rate for their level of progress set
forth in the registered program, expressed as the appropriate percentage of the journeyman's rate
contained in the applicable wage determination. The allowable ratio of apprentices to
journeymen employed on the Contract/IGSA work in any craft classification shall not be greater
than the ratio permitted to the contractor as to his entire work force under the registered program.
(q) Where an employee engaged in an occupation in which he or she customarily and regularly
receives more than $30 a month in tips, the amount of tips received by the employee may be
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credited by the employer against the minimum wage required by Section 2(a)(1) or 2(b)(1) of the
Act to the extent permitted by section 3(m) of the Fair Labor Standards Act and Regulations, 29
CFR Part 531. To utilize this provison:
(1)The employer must inform tipped employees about this tip credit allowance before the credit
is utilized;
(2)The employees must be allowed to retain all tips (individually or through a pooling
arrangement and regardless of whether the employer elects to take a credit for tips received);
(3) The employer must be able to show by records that the employee receives at least the
applicable Service Contract Act minimum wage through the combination of direct wages and tip
credit;
(4) The use of such tip credit must have been permitted under any predecessor collective
bargaining agreement applicable by virtue of section 4(c) of the Act.
(r) Disputes concerning labor standards. Disputes arising out of the labor standards provisions of
this Contract/IGSA shall not be subject to the general disputes clause of this contract. Such
disputes shall be resolved in accordance with the procedures of the Department of Labor set forth
in 29 CFR parts 4, 6, and 8. Disputes within the meaning of this clause include disputes between
the contractor (or any of its subcontractors) and the contracting agency, the U.S. Department of
Labor, or the employees or their representatives.(The information collection, recordkeeping, and
reporting requirements contained in this section have been approved by the Office of
Management and Budget under the following numbers:
[[Page 46]]
------------------------------------------------------------------------ Paragraph
OMB control number
----------------------------------------------------------------------(b)(2) (i)--(iv).................................... 1215-0150
(e)................................................. 1215-0150
(g)(1) (i)--(iv).................................... 1215-0017
(g)(1) (v), (vi).................................... 1215-0150
(l) (1), (2)........................................ 1215-0150
(q)(3).............................................. 1215-0017
----------------------------------------------------------------------[48 FR 49762, Oct. 27, 1983; 48 FR 50529, Nov. 2, 1983, as amended at 61 FR 68663, Dec. 30,
1996]
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QUALITY ASSURANCE SURVEILLANCE PLAN
1. INTRODUCTION
ICE’s Quality Assurance Surveillance Plan (QASP) is based on the premise that the Service
Provider, and not the Government, is responsible for the day-to-day operation of the Facility and
all the management and quality control actions required to meet the terms of the Agreement.
The role of the Government in quality assurance is to ensure performance standards are achieved
and maintained. The Service Provider shall develop a comprehensive program of inspections
and monitoring actions and document its approach in a Quality Control Plan (QCP). The Service
Provider’s QCP, upon approval by the Government, will be made a part of the resultant
Agreement.
This QASP is designed to provide an effective surveillance method to monitor the Service
Provider’s performance relative to the requirements listed in the Agreement. The QASP
illustrates the systematic method the Government (or its designated representative) will use to
evaluate the services the Service Provider is required to furnish.
This QASP is based on the premise the Government will validate that the Service Provider is
complying with ERO-mandated quality standards in operating and maintaining detention
facilities. Performance standards address all facets of detainee handling, including safety, health,
legal rights, facility and records management, etc. Good management by the Service Provider
and use of an approved QCP will ensure that the Facility is operating within acceptable quality
levels.
2. DEFINITIONS
Performance Requirements Summary (Attachment 3[A]): The Performance Requirements
Summary (PRS) communicates what the Government intends to qualitatively inspect. The PRS
is based on the American Correctional Association (ACA) Standards for Adult Local Detention
Facilities (ALDF) and ICE 2019 National Detention Standards (NDS). The PRS identifies
performance standards grouped into nine functional areas, and quality levels essential for
successful performance of each requirement. The PRS is used by ICE when conducting quality
assurance surveillance to guide them through the inspection and review processes.
Functional Area: A logical grouping of performance standards.
Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR): The COR interacts with the Service Provider to
inspect and accept services/work performed in accordance with the technical standards
prescribed in the Agreement. The Contracting Officer issues a written memorandum that
appoints the COR. Other individuals may be designated to assist in the inspection and quality
assurance surveillance activities.
Performance Standards: The performance standards are established in the ICE 2019 NDS at
https://www.ice.gov/detention-standards/2019 as well as the ACA standards for ALDF. Other
standards may also be defined in the Agreement.
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Measures: The method for evaluating compliance with the standards.
Acceptable Quality Level: The minimum level of quality that will be accepted by ICE to meet
the performance standard.
Withholding: Amount of monthly invoice payment withheld pending correction of a deficiency.
See Attachment 3(A) for information on the percentages of an invoice amount that may be
withheld for each functional area. Funds withheld from payment are recoverable (See Sections
7 and 8) if the COR and Contracting Officer confirm resolution or correction, and should be
included in the next month’s invoice.
Deduction: Funds may be deducted from a monthly invoice for an egregious act or event, or if
the same deficiency continues to occur. The Service Provider will be notified immediately if
such a situation arises. The Contracting Officer in consultation with the ERO will determine the
amount of the deduction. Amounts deducted are not recoverable.
4. QUALITY CONTROL PLAN
The Service Provider shall develop, implement, and maintain a Quality Control Plan (QCP) that
illustrates the methods it will use to review its performance to ensure it conforms to the
performance requirements. (See Attachment 3[A] for a summary list of performance
requirements.) Such reviews shall be performed by the Service Provider to validate its
operations, and assure ICE that the services meet the performance standards.
The Service Provider’s QCP shall include monitoring methods that ensure and demonstrate its
compliance with the performance standards. This includes inspection methods and schedules
that are consistent with the regular reviews conducted by ERO. The reports and other results
generated by the Service Provider’s QCP activities should be provided to the COR as
requested.
The frequency and type of the Service Provider’s reviews should be consistent with what is
necessary in order to ensure compliance with the performance standards.
The Service Provider is encouraged not to limit its inspection to only the processes outlined in
the 2019 NDS; however, certain key documents shall be produced by the Service Provider to
ensure that the services meet the performance standards. Some of the documentation that shall
be generated and made available to the COR for inspection is listed below. The list is intended
as illustrative and is not all-inclusive. The Service Provider shall develop and implement a
program that addresses the specific requirement of each standard and the means it will use to
document compliance.
• Written policies and procedures to implement and assess operational requirements of the
standard
• Documentation and record keeping to ensure ongoing operational compliance with the
standards (e.g.; inventories, logbooks, register of receipts, reports, etc.)
• Staff training records
• Contract discrepancy reports (CDRs)
• Investigative reports
2
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• Medical records
• Records of investigative actions taken
• Equipment inspections
• System tests and evaluation
5. METHODS OF SURVEILLANCE
ICE will monitor the Service Provider’s compliance with the Performance Standards using a
variety of methods. All facilities will be subject to a full annual inspection, which will include a
review of the Service Provider’s QCP activities. In addition, ICE may conduct additional
routine, follow-up, or unscheduled ad hoc inspections as necessary (for instance, as a result of
unusual incidents or data reflected in routine monitoring). ICE may also maintain an on-site
presence in some facilities in order to conduct more regular or frequent monitoring. Inspections
and monitoring may involve direct observation of facility conditions and operations, review of
documentation (including QCP reports), and/or interviews of facility personnel and detainees.
5.1 Documentation Requirements: The Service Provider shall develop and maintain all
documentation as prescribed in the 2019 NDS (e.g., post logs, policies, and records of corrective
actions). In addition to the documentation prescribed by the standards, the Service Provider shall
also develop and maintain documentation that demonstrates the results of its own inspections as
prescribed in its QCP. The Government may review 100% of the documents, or a representative
sample, at any point during the period of performance.
6. FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE AREAS AND STANDARDS
To facilitate the performance review process, the required performance standards are organized
into nine functional areas. Each functional area represents a proportionate share (i.e., weight) of
the monthly invoice amount payable to the Service Provider based on meeting the performance
standards. Payment withholdings and deductions will be based on these percentages and weights
applied to the overall monthly invoice.
The Contracting Officer may, by written order, and with the bilateral agreement of the Service
Provider, make changes within the general scope of this Agreement in any one or more of the
following:
(a) Description of services to be performed, including revisions to the applicable Detention
Standards.
(b) Place of performance of the transportation, escort and stationary guard services.
7. FAILURE TO MEET PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
Performance of services in conformance with the PRS standards is essential for the Service
Provider to receive full payment as identified in the Agreement. The Contracting Officer may
take withholdings or deductions against the monthly invoices for unsatisfactory performance
documented through surveillance of the Service Provider’s activities gained through site
inspections, reviews of documentation (including monthly QCP reports), interviews and other
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feedback. As a result of its surveillance, the Service Provider will be assigned the following
rating relative to each performance standard:
Rating
Description
Acceptable Based on the measures, the performance standard is
demonstrated.
Deficient
Based on the measures, compliance with most of the
attributes of the performance standard is demonstrated or
observed with some area(s) needing improvement. There are
no critical areas of unacceptable performance
At-Risk
Based on the performance measures, the majority of a
performance standard’s attributes are not met.
Using the above standards as a guide, the Contracting Officer will implement adjustments to the
Service Provider’s monthly invoice as prescribed in Attachment 3(A).
Rather than withholding funds until a deficiency is corrected, there may be times when an event
or a deficiency is so egregious that the Government deducts (vs. “withholds”) amounts from the
Service Provider’s monthly invoice. This may happen when a significant event occurs, when a
particular deficiency is noted multiple times without correction, or when the Service Provider has
failed to take timely action on a deficiency about which he was properly and timely notified.
The amount deducted will be consistent with the relative weight of the functional performance
area where the deficiency was noted. The deduction may be a one-time event, or may continue
until the Service Provider has either corrected the deficiency, or made substantial progress in the
correction.
Further, a deficiency found in one functional area may tie into another. If a detainee escaped, for
example, a deficiency would be noted in “Security,” but may also relate to a deficiency in the
area of “Administration and Management.” In no event will the withhold or deduction exceed
100% of the invoice amount.
8. NOTIFICATIONS
(a) Based on the inspection of the Service Provider’s performance, the COR will document
instances of deficient or at-risk performance (e.g., noncompliance with the standard) using
the CDR located at Attachment 3(B). To the extent practicable, issues should be resolved
informally, with the COR and Service Provider working together. When documentation of
an issue or deficiency is required, the procedures set forth in this section will be followed.
(b) When a CDR is required to document performance issues, it will be submitted to the Service
Provider with a date when a response is due. Upon receipt of a CDR, the Service Provider
shall immediately assess the situation and either correct the deficiency as quickly as possible
or prepare a corrective action plan. In either event, the Service Provider shall return the CDR
with the action planned or taken noted. After the COR reviews the Service Provider’s
response to the CDR including its planned remedy or corrective action taken, the COR will
either accept the plan or correction or reject the correction or plan for revision and provide an
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explanation. This process should take no more than one week. The CDR shall not be used as
a substitute for quality control by the Service Provider.
(c) The COR, in addition to any other designated ICE official, shall be notified immediately in
the event of all emergencies. Emergencies include, but are not limited to the
following: activation of disturbance control team(s); disturbances (including gang activities,
group demonstrations, food boycotts, work strikes, work-place violence, civil disturbances,
or protests); staff use of force including use of lethal and less-lethal force (includes detainees
in restraints more than eight hours); assaults on staff or detainees resulting in injuries
requiring medical attention (does not include routine medical evaluation after the incident);
fights resulting in injuries requiring medical attention; fires; full or partial lock down of the
Facility; escape; weapons discharge; suicide attempts; deaths; declared or non-declared
hunger strikes; adverse incidents that attract unusual interest or significant publicity; adverse
weather (e.g., hurricanes, floods, ice or snow storms, heat waves, tornadoes); fence damage;
power outages; bomb threats; significant environmental problems that impact the Facility
operations; transportation accidents resulting in injuries, death or property damage; and
sexual assaults. Note that in an emergency situation, a CDR may not be issued until an
investigation has been completed.
(d) If the COR concludes that the deficient or at-risk performance warrants a withholding or
deduction, the COR will include the CDR in its monthly report, with a copy to the
Contracting Officer. The CDR will be accompanied by the COR’s investigation report and
written recommendation for any withholding. The Contracting Officer will consider the
COR’s recommendation and forward the CDR along with any relevant supporting
information to the Service Provider in order to confirm or further discuss the prospective
cure, including the Government’s proposed course of action. As described in section 7
above, portions of the monthly invoice amount may be withheld until such time as the
corrective action is completed, or a deduction may be taken.
(e) Following receipt of the Service Provider’s notification that the correction has been made,
the COR may re-inspect the Facility. Based upon the COR’s findings, he or she will
recommend that the Contracting Officer continue to withhold a proportionate share of the
payment until the correction is made, or accept the correction as final and release the full
amount withheld for that issue.
(f) If funds have been withheld and either the Government or the Service Provider terminates the
Agreement, those funds will not be released. The Service Provider may only receive
withheld payments upon successful correction of an instance of non-compliance. Further, the
Service Provider is not relieved of full performance of the required services hereunder; the
Agreement may be terminated upon adequate notice from the Government based upon any
one instance, or failure to remedy deficient performance, even if a deduction was previously
taken for any inadequate performance.
(g) The COR will maintain a record of all open and resolved CDRs.
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9. DETAINEE OR MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC COMPLAINTS
The detainee and the public are the ultimate recipients of the services identified in this
Agreement. Any complaints made known to the COR will be logged and forwarded to the
Service Provider for remedy. Upon notification, the Service Provider shall be given a prespecified number of hours after verbal notification from the COR to address the issue. The
Service Provider shall submit documentation to the COR regarding the actions taken to remedy
the situation. If the complaint is found to be invalid, the Service Provider shall document its
findings and notify the COR.
10. ATTACHMENTS
A.

Performance Requirements Summary

B.

Contract Discrepancy Report
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ATTACHMENT 5: DHS PREA STANDARDS
This document incorporates the requirements from Subpart A of the U.S. Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) regulation titled, “Standards to Prevent, Detect, and Respond to
Sexual Abuse and Assault in Confinement Facilities,” 79 Fed. Reg. 13100 (Mar. 7, 2014) that are
specifically applicable to detention facilities. Requirements that are applicable to the agency
only have not been included, and accordingly, the numbering and sequential order within each of
the below sections may not necessarily reflect those contained in Subpart A. Where any
requirements of the DHS standards may conflict with the terms of the ICE detention standards
currently applicable at the facility, the DHS PREA standards shall supersede:
115.6 Definitions Related to Sexual Abuse and Assault
(1) Sexual abuse includes –
(a) Sexual abuse and assault of a detainee by another detainee; and
(b) Sexual abuse and assault of a detainee by a staff member, contractor, or volunteer.
(2) Sexual abuse of a detainee by another detainee includes any of the following acts by one
or more detainees, prisoners, inmates, or residents of the facility in which the detainee is
housed who, by force, coercion, or intimidation, or if the victim did not consent or was
unable to consent or refuse, engages in or attempts to engage in:
(a) Contact between the penis and the vulva or anus and, for purposes of this
subparagraph, contact involving the penis upon penetration, however slight;
(b) Contact between the mouth and the penis, vulva, or anus;
(c) Penetration, however, slight, of the anal or genital opening of another person by a
hand or finger or by any object;
(d) Touching of the genitalia, anus, groin, breast, inner thighs or buttocks, either
directly or through the clothing, with an intent to abuse, humiliate, harass, degrade
or arouse or gratify the sexual desire of any person; or
(e) Threats, intimidation, or other actions or communications by one or more detainees
aimed at coercing or pressuring another detainee to engage in a sexual act.
(3) Sexual abuse of a detainee by a staff member, contractor, or volunteer includes any of the
following acts, if engaged in by one or more staff members, volunteers, or contract
personnel who, with or without the consent of the detainee, engages in or attempts to
engage in:
(a) Contact between the penis and the vulva or anus and, for purposes of this
subparagraph, contact involving the penis upon penetration, however slight;
(b) Contact between the mouth and the penis, vulva, or anus;
(c) Penetration, however slight, of the anal or genital opening of another person by a
hand or finger or by any object that is unrelated to official duties or where the staff
member, contractor, or volunteer has the intent to abuse, arouse, or gratify sexual
desire;
(d) Intentional touching of the genitalia, anus, groin, breast, inner thighs or buttocks,
either directly or through the clothing, that is unrelated to official duties or where
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(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

the staff member, contractor, or volunteer has the intent to abuse, arouse, or gratify
sexual desire;
Threats, intimidation, harassment, indecent, profane or abusive language, or other
actions or communications, aimed at coercing or pressuring a detainee to engage in
a sexual act;
Repeated verbal statements or comments of a sexual nature to a detainee;
Any display of his or her uncovered genitalia, buttocks, or breast in the presence of
an inmate, detainee, or resident, or
Voyeurism, which is defined as the inappropriate visual surveillance of a detainee
for reasons unrelated to official duties. Where not conducted for reasons relating to
official duties, the following are examples of voyeurism: staring at a detainee who
is using a toilet in his or her cell to perform bodily functions; requiring an inmate
detainee to expose his or her buttocks, genitals, or breasts; or taking images of all or
part of a detainee’s naked body or of a detainee performing bodily functions.

PREVENTION PLANNING
115.11 Zero tolerance of sexual abuse; Prevention of Sexual Assault Coordinator.
(1) Each facility shall have a written policy mandating zero tolerance toward all forms of
sexual abuse and outlining the facility’s approach to preventing, detecting, and
responding to such conduct. The agency shall review and approve each facility’s written
policy.
(2) Each facility shall employ or designate a Prevention of Sexual Assault Compliance
Manager (PSA Compliance Manager) who shall serve as the facility point of contact for
the ICE PSA Coordinator and who has sufficient time and authority to oversee facility
efforts to comply with facility sexual abuse prevention and intervention policies and
procedures.
115.13 Detainee supervision and monitoring.
(1) Each facility shall ensure that it maintains sufficient supervision of detainees, including
through appropriate staffing levels and, where applicable, video monitoring, to protect
detainees against sexual abuse.
(2) Each facility shall develop and document comprehensive detainee supervision guidelines
to determine and meet the facility’s detainee supervision needs, and shall review those
guidelines at least annually.
(3) In determining adequate levels of detainee supervision and determining the need for
video monitoring, the facility shall take into consideration generally accepted detention
and correctional practices, any judicial findings of inadequacy, the physical layout of
each facility, the composition of the detainee population, the prevalence of substantiated
and unsubstantiated incidents of sexual abuse, the findings and recommendations of
sexual abuse incident review reports, and any other relevant factors, including but not
limited to the length of time detainees spend in agency custody.
(4) Each facility shall conduct frequent unannounced security inspections to identify and
deter sexual abuse of detainees. Such inspections shall be implemented for night as well
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as day shifts. Each facility shall prohibit staff from alerting others that these security
inspections are occurring, unless such announcement is related to the legitimate
operational functions of the facility.
115.15 Limits to cross-gender viewing and searches.
(1) Searches may be necessary to ensure the safety of officers, civilians and detainees; to
detect and secure evidence of criminal activity; and to promote security, safety, and
related interests at immigration detention facilities.
(2) Cross-gender pat-down searches of male detainees shall not be conducted unless, after
reasonable diligence, staff of the same gender is not available at the time the pat-down
search is required or in exigent circumstances.
(3) Cross-gender pat-down searches of female detainees shall not be conducted unless in
exigent circumstances.
(4) All cross-gender pat-down searches shall be documented.
(5) Cross-gender strip searches or cross-gender visual body cavity searches shall not be
conducted except in exigent circumstances, including consideration of officer safety, or
when performed by medical practitioners. Facility staff shall not conduct visual body
cavity searches of juveniles and, instead, shall refer all such body cavity searches of
juveniles to a medical practitioner.
(6) All strip searches and visual body cavity searches shall be documented.
(7) Each facility shall implement policies and procedures that enable detainees to shower,
perform bodily functions, and change clothing without being viewed by staff of the
opposite gender, except in exigent circumstances or when such viewing is incidental to
routine cell checks or is otherwise appropriate in connection with a medical examination
or monitored bowel movement. Such policies and procedures shall require staff of the
opposite gender to announce their presence when entering an area where detainees are
likely to be showering, performing bodily functions, or changing clothing.
(8) The facility shall not search or physically examine a detainee for the sole purposes of
determining the detainee’s genital characteristics. If the detainee’s gender is unknown, it
may be determined during conversations with the detainee, by reviewing medical records,
or, if necessary, learning that information as part of a standard medical examination that
all detainees must undergo as part of intake or other processing procedure conducted in
private, by a medical practitioner.
115.16 Accommodating detainees with disabilities and detainees who are limited English
proficient.
(1) The agency and each facility shall take appropriate steps to ensure that detainees with
disabilities (including, for example, detainees who are deaf or hard of hearing, those who
are blind or have low vision, or those who have intellectual, psychiatric, or speech
disabilities) have an equal opportunity to participate in or benefit from all aspects of the
agency’s and facility’s efforts to prevent, detect, and respond to sexual abuse. Such steps
shall include, when necessary to ensure effective communication with detainees who are
deaf or hard of hearing, providing access to in-person, telephonic, or video interpretive
services that enable effective, accurate, and impartial interpretation, both receptively and
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expressively, using any necessary specialized vocabulary. In addition, the agency and
facility shall ensure that any written materials related to sexual abuse are provided in
formats or through methods that ensure effective communication with detainees with
disabilities, including detainees who have intellectual disabilities, limited reading skills,
or who are blind or have low vision. An agency or facility is not required to take actions
that it can demonstrate would result in a fundamental alteration in the nature of a service,
program, or activity, or in undue financial and administrative burdens, as those terms are
used in regulations promulgated under title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act, 28
CFR 35.164.
(2) The agency and each facility shall take steps to ensure meaningful access to all aspects of
the agency’s and facility’s efforts to prevent, detect, and respond to sexual abuse to
detainees who are limited English proficient, including steps to provide in-person or
telephonic interpretive services that enable effective, accurate, and impartial
interpretation, both receptively and expressively, using any necessary specialized
vocabulary.
(3) In matters relating to allegations of sexual abuse, the agency and each facility shall
provide in-person or telephonic interpretation services that enable effective, accurate, and
impartial interpretation, by someone other than another detainee, unless the detainee
expresses a preference for another detainee to provide interpretation, and the agency
determines that such interpretation is appropriate and consistent with DHS policy. The
provision of interpreter services by minors, alleged abusers, detainees who witnessed the
alleged abuse, and detainees who have a significant relationship with the alleged abuser is
not appropriate in matters relating to allegations of sexual abuse.
115.17 Hiring and promotion decisions.
(1) An agency or facility shall not hire or promote anyone who may have contact with
detainees, and shall not enlist the services of any contractor or volunteer who may have
contact with detainees, who has engaged in sexual abuse in a prison, jail, holding facility,
community confinement facility, juvenile facility, or other institution (as defined in 42
U.S.C. 1997); who has been convicted of engaging or attempting to engage in sexual
activity facilitated by force, overt or implied threats of force, or coercion, or if the victim
did not consent or was unable to consent or refuse; or who has been civilly or
administratively adjudicated to have engaged in such activity.
(2) An agency or facility considering hiring or promoting staff shall ask all applicants who
may have contact with detainees directly about previous misconduct described in
paragraph (1) of this section, in written applications or interviews for hiring or
promotions and in any interviews or written self-evaluations conducted as part of reviews
of current employees. Agencies and facilities shall also impose upon employees a
continuing affirmative duty to disclose any such misconduct. The agency, consistent
with law, shall make its best efforts to contact all prior institutional employers of an
applicant for employment, to obtain information on substantiated allegations of sexual
abuse or any resignation during a pending investigation of alleged sexual abuse.
(3) Before hiring new staff who may have contact with detainees, the agency or facility shall
conduct a background investigation to determine whether the candidate for hire is
suitable for employment with the facility or agency, including a criminal background
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records check. Upon request by the agency, the facility shall submit for the agency’s
approval written documentation showing the detailed elements of the facility’s
background check for each staff member and the facility’s conclusions. The agency shall
conduct an updated background investigation every five years for agency employees who
may have contact with detainees. The facility shall require an updated background
investigation every five years for those facility staff who may have contact with detainees
and who work in immigration-only detention facilities.
(4) The agency or facility shall also perform a background investigation before enlisting the
services of any contractor who may have contact with detainees. Upon request by the
agency, the facility shall submit for the agency’s approval written documentation
showing the detailed elements of the facility’s background check for each contractor and
the facility’s conclusions.
(5) Material omissions regarding such misconduct, or the provision of materially false
information, shall be grounds for termination or withdrawal of an offer of employment,
as appropriate.
(6) In the event the agency contracts with a facility for the confinement of detainees, the
requirements of this section otherwise applicable to the agency also apply to the facility
and its staff.
115.18 Upgrades to facilities and technologies.
(1) When designing or acquiring any new facility and in planning any substantial expansion
or modification of existing facilities, the facility or agency, as appropriate, shall consider
the effect of the design, acquisition, expansion, or modification upon their ability to
protect detainees from sexual abuse.
(2) When installing or updating a video monitoring system, electronic surveillance system, or
other monitoring technology in an immigration detention facility, the facility or agency,
as appropriate, shall consider how such technology may enhance their ability to protect
detainees from sexual abuse.
RESPONSIVE PLANNING
115.21 Evidence protocols and forensic medical examinations.
(1) To the extent that the agency or facility is responsible for investigating allegations of
sexual abuse involving detainees, it shall follow a uniform evidence protocol that
maximizes the potential for obtaining usable physical evidence for administrative
proceedings and criminal prosecutions. The protocol shall be developed in coordination
with DHS and shall be developmentally appropriate for juveniles, where applicable.
(2) The agency and each facility developing an evidence protocol referred to in paragraph (1)
of this section, shall consider how best to utilize available community resources and
services to provide valuable expertise and support in the areas of crisis intervention and
counseling to most appropriately address victims’ needs. Each facility shall establish
procedures to make available, to the full extent possible, outside victim services
following incidents of sexual abuse; the facility shall attempt to make available to the
victim a victim advocate from a rape crisis center. If a rape crisis center is not available
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to provide victim advocate services, the agency shall provide these services by making
available a qualified staff member from a community-based organization, or a qualified
agency staff member. A qualified agency staff member or a qualified community-based
staff member means an individual who has received education concerning sexual assault
and forensic examination issues in general. The outside or internal victim advocate shall
provide emotional support, crisis intervention, information, and referrals.
(3) Where evidentiarily or medically appropriate, at no cost to the detainee, and only with the
detainee’s consent, the facility shall arrange for an alleged victim detainee to undergo a
forensic medical examination by qualified health care personnel, including a Sexual
Assault Forensic Examiner (SAFE) or Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner (SANE) where
practicable. If SAFEs or SANEs cannot be made available, the examination can be
performed by other qualified health care personnel.
(4) As requested by a victim, the presence of his or her outside or internal victim advocate,
including any available victim advocacy services offered by a hospital conducting a
forensic exam, shall be allowed for support during a forensic exam and investigatory
interviews.
(5) To the extent that the agency is not responsible for investigating allegations of sexual
abuse, the agency or the facility shall request that the investigating agency follow the
requirements of paragraphs (1) through (4) of this section.
115.22 Policies to ensure investigation of allegations and appropriate agency oversight.
(1) The agency shall establish an agency protocol, and shall require each facility to establish
a facility protocol, to ensure that each allegation of sexual abuse is investigated by the
agency or facility, or referred to an appropriate investigative authority.
(2) The agency shall ensure that the agency and facility protocols required by paragraph (a)
of this section, include a description of responsibilities of the agency, the facility, and any
other investigating entities; and require the documentation and maintenance, for at least
five years, of all reports and referrals of allegations of sexual abuse.
(3) The agency shall post its protocols on its Web site; each facility shall also post its
protocols on its Web site, if it has one, or otherwise make the protocol available to the
public.
(4) Each facility protocol shall ensure that all allegations are promptly reported to the agency
as described in paragraphs (5) and (6) of this section, and, unless the allegation does not
involve potentially criminal behavior, are promptly referred for investigation to an
appropriate law enforcement agency with the legal authority to conduct criminal
investigations. A facility may separately, and in addition to the above reports and
referrals, conduct its own investigation.
(5) When a detainee, prisoner, inmate, or resident of the facility in which an alleged detainee
victim is housed is alleged to be the perpetrator of detainee sexual abuse, the facility shall
ensure that the incident is promptly reported to the Joint Intake Center, the ICE Office of
Professional Responsibility or the DHS Office of Inspector General, as well as the
appropriate ICE Field Office Director, and, if it is potentially criminal, referred to an
appropriate law enforcement agency having jurisdiction for investigation.
(6) When a staff member, contractor, or volunteer is alleged to be the perpetrator of detainee
sexual abuse, the facility shall ensure that the incident is promptly reported to the Joint
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Intake Center, the ICE Office of Professional Responsibility or the DHS Office of
Inspector General, as well as to the appropriate ICE Field Office Director, and to the
local government entity or contractor that owns or operates the facility. If the incident is
potentially criminal, the facility shall ensure that it is promptly referred to an appropriate
law enforcement agency having jurisdiction for investigation.
TRAINING AND EDUCATION
115.31 Staff training.
(1) The agency shall train, or require the training of, all employees who may have contact
with immigration detainees, and all facility staff, to be able to fulfill their responsibilities
under this part, including training on:
(a) The agency’s and the facility’s zero-tolerance policies for all forms of sexual
abuse;
(b) The right of detainees and staff to be free from sexual abuse, and from retaliation
for reporting sexual abuse;
(c) Definitions and examples of prohibited and illegal sexual behavior;
(d) Recognition of situations where sexual abuse may occur;
(e) Recognition of physical, behavioral, and emotional signs of sexual abuse, and
methods of preventing and responding to such occurrences;
(f) How to avoid inappropriate relationships with detainees;
(g) How to communicate effectively and professionally with detainees, including
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex, or gender nonconforming detainees;
(h) Procedures for reporting knowledge or suspicion of sexual abuse; and
(i) The requirement to limit reporting of sexual abuse to personnel with a need-toknow in order to make decisions concerning the victim’s welfare and for law
enforcement or investigative purposes.
(2) All current facility staff, and all agency employees who may have contact with
immigration detention facility detainees, shall be trained within one year of May 6, 2014,
and the agency or facility shall provide refresher information every two years.
(3) The agency and each facility shall document that staff that may have contact with
immigration facility detainees have completed the training.
115.32 Other training.
(1) The facility shall ensure that all volunteers and other contractors (as defined in paragraph
(4) of this section) who have contact with detainees have been trained on their
responsibilities under the agency’s and the facility’s sexual abuse prevention, detection,
intervention and response policies and procedures.
(2) The level and type of training provided to volunteers and other contractors shall be based
on the services they provide and level of contact they have with detainees, but all
volunteers and other contractors who have contact with detainees shall be notified of the
agency’s and the facility’s zero-tolerance policies regarding sexual abuse and informed
how to report such incidents.
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(3) Each facility shall receive and maintain written confirmation that volunteers and other
contractors who have contact with immigration facility detainees have completed the
training.
(4) In this section, the term other contractor means a person who provides services on a nonrecurring basis to the facility pursuant to a contractual agreement with the agency or
facility.
115.33 Detainee education.
(1) During the intake process, each facility shall ensure that the detainee orientation program
notifies and informs detainees about the agency’s and the facility’s zero-tolerance
policies for all forms of sexual abuse and includes (at a minimum) instruction on:
(a) Prevention and intervention strategies;
(b) Definitions and examples of detainee-on-detainee sexual abuse, staff-on-detainee
sexual abuse and coercive sexual activity;
(c) Explanation of methods for reporting sexual abuse, including to any staff
member, including a staff member other than an immediate point-of-contact line
officer (e.g., the compliance manager or a mental health specialist), the DHS
Office of Inspector General, and the Joint Intake Center;
(d) Information about self-protection and indicators of sexual abuse;
(e) Prohibition against retaliation, including an explanation that reporting sexual
abuse shall not negatively impact the detainee’s immigration proceedings; and
(f) The right of a detainee who has been subjected to sexual abuse to receive
treatment and counseling.
(2) Each facility shall provide the detainee notification, orientation, and instruction in formats
accessible to all detainees, including those who are limited English proficient, deaf, visually
impaired or otherwise disabled, as well as to detainees who have limited reading skills.
(3) The facility shall maintain documentation of detainee participation in the intake process
orientation.
(4) Each facility shall post on all housing unit bulletin boards the following notices:
(a) The DHS-prescribed sexual assault awareness notice;
(b) The name of the Prevention of Sexual Abuse Compliance Manager; and
(c) The name of local organizations that can assist detainees who have been victims
of sexual abuse.
(5) The facility shall make available and distribute the DHS-prescribed “Sexual Assault
Awareness Information” pamphlet.
(6) Information about reporting sexual abuse shall be included in the agency Detainee
Handbook made available to all immigration detention facility detainees.
115.34 Specialized training: Investigations.
(1) In addition to the general training provided to all facility staff and employees pursuant to
§ 115.31, the agency or facility shall provide specialized training on sexual abuse and
effective cross-agency coordination to agency or facility investigators, respectively, who
conduct investigations into allegations of sexual abuse at immigration detention facilities.
All investigations into alleged sexual abuse must be conducted by qualified investigators.
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(2) The agency and facility must maintain written documentation verifying specialized
training provided to investigators pursuant to this section.
115.35 Specialized training: Medical and mental health care.
(1) The agency shall review and approve the facility’s policy and procedures to ensure that
facility medical staff is trained in procedures for examining and treating victims of sexual
abuse, in facilities where medical staff may be assigned these activities.
ASSESSMENT FOR RISK OF SEXUAL VICTIMIZATION AND ABUSIVENESS
115.41 Assessment for risk of victimization and abusiveness.
(1) The facility shall assess all detainees on intake to identify those likely to be sexual
aggressors or sexual abuse victims and shall house detainees to prevent sexual abuse,
taking necessary steps to mitigate any such danger. Each new arrival shall be kept
separate from the general population until he/she is classified and may be housed
accordingly.
(2) The initial classification process and initial housing assignment should be completed
within twelve hours of admission to the facility.
(3) The facility shall also consider, to the extent that the information is available, the
following criteria to assess detainees for risk of sexual victimization:
(a) Whether the detainee has a mental, physical, or developmental disability;
(b) The age of the detainee;
(c) The physical build and appearance of the detainee;
(d) Whether the detainee has previously been incarcerated or detained;
(e) The nature of the detainee’s criminal history;
(f) Whether the detainee has any convictions for sex offenses against an adult or
child;
(g) Whether the detainee has self-identified as gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender,
intersex, or gender nonconforming;
(h) Whether the detainee has self-identified as having previously experienced sexual
victimization; and
(i) The detainee’s own concerns about his or her physical safety.
(4) The initial screening shall consider prior acts of sexual abuse, prior convictions for
violent offenses, and history of prior institutional violence or sexual abuse, as known to
the facility, in assessing detainees for risk of being sexually abusive.
(5) The facility shall reassess each detainee’s risk of victimization or abusiveness between 60
and 90 days from the date of initial assessment, and at any other time when warranted
based upon the receipt of additional, relevant information or following an incident of
abuse or victimization.
(6) Detainees shall not be disciplined for refusing to answer, or for not disclosing complete
information in response to, questions asked pursuant to paragraphs (3)(a), (3)(g), (3)(h),
or (3)(i) of this section.
(7) The facility shall implement appropriate controls on the dissemination within the facility
of responses to questions asked pursuant to this standard in order to ensure that sensitive
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information is not exploited to the detainee’s detriment by staff or other detainees or
inmates.
115.42 Use of assessment information.
(1) The facility shall use the information from the risk assessment under § 115.41 of this part
to inform assignment of detainees to housing, recreation and other activities, and
voluntary work. The agency shall make individualized determinations about how to
ensure the safety of each detainee.
(2) When making assessment and housing decisions for a transgender or intersex detainee,
the facility shall consider the detainee’s gender self-identification and an assessment of
the effects of placement on the detainee’s health and safety. The facility shall consult a
medical or mental health professional as soon as practicable on this assessment. The
facility should not base placement decisions of transgender or intersex detainees solely on
the identity documents or physical anatomy of the detainee; a detainee’s selfidentification of his/her gender and self-assessment of safety needs shall always be taken
into consideration as well. The facility’s placement of a transgender or intersex detainee
shall be consistent with the safety and security considerations of the facility, and
placement and programming assignments for each transgender or intersex detainee shall
be reassessed at least twice each year to review any threats to safety experienced by the
detainee.
(3) When operationally feasible, transgender and intersex detainees shall be given the
opportunity to shower separately from other detainees.
115.43 Protective custody.
(1) The facility shall develop and follow written procedures consistent with the standards in
this subpart for each facility governing the management of its administrative segregation
unit. These procedures, which should be developed in consultation with the ICE
Enforcement and Removal Operations Field Office Director having jurisdiction for the
facility, must document detailed reasons for placement of an individual in administrative
segregation on the basis of a vulnerability to sexual abuse or assault.
(2) Use of administrative segregation by facilities to protect detainees vulnerable to sexual
abuse or assault shall be restricted to those instances where reasonable efforts have been
made to provide appropriate housing and shall be made for the least amount of time
practicable, and when no other viable housing options exist, as a last resort. The facility
should assign detainees vulnerable to sexual abuse or assault to administrative
segregation for their protection until an alternative means of separation from likely
abusers can be arranged, and such an assignment shall not ordinarily exceed a period of
30 days.
(3) Facilities that place vulnerable detainees in administrative segregation for protective
custody shall provide those detainees access to programs, visitation, counsel and other
services available to the general population to the maximum extent practicable.
(4) Facilities shall implement written procedures for the regular review of all vulnerable
detainees placed in administrative segregation for their protection, as follows:
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(a) A supervisory staff member shall conduct a review within 72 hours of the
detainee’s placement in administrative segregation to determine whether
segregation is still warranted; and
(b) A supervisory staff member shall conduct, at a minimum, an identical review after
the detainee has spent seven days in administrative segregation, and every week
thereafter for the first 30 days, and every 10 days thereafter.
(5) Facilities shall notify the appropriate ICE Field Office Director no later than 72 hours
after the initial placement into segregation, whenever a detainee has been placed in
administrative segregation on the basis of a vulnerability to sexual abuse or assault.
REPORTING
115.51 Detainee reporting.
(1) The agency and each facility shall develop policies and procedures to ensure that
detainees have multiple ways to privately report sexual abuse, retaliation for reporting
sexual abuse, or staff neglect or violations of responsibilities that may have contributed to
such incidents. The agency and each facility shall also provide instructions on how
detainees may contact their consular official, the DHS Office of the Inspector General or,
as appropriate, another designated office, to confidentially and, if desired, anonymously,
report these incidents.
(2) The agency shall also provide, and the facility shall inform the detainees of, at least one
way for detainees to report sexual abuse to a public or private entity or office that is not
part of the agency, and that is able to receive and immediately forward detainee reports of
sexual abuse to agency officials, allowing the detainee to remain anonymous upon
request.
(3) Facility policies and procedures shall include provisions for staff to accept reports made
verbally, in writing, anonymously, and from third parties and to promptly document any
verbal reports.
115.52 Grievances.
(1) The facility shall permit a detainee to file a formal grievance related to sexual abuse at
any time during, after, or in lieu of lodging an informal grievance or complaint.
(2) The facility shall not impose a time limit on when a detainee may submit a grievance
regarding an allegation of sexual abuse.
(3) The facility shall implement written procedures for identifying and handling timesensitive grievances that involve an immediate threat to detainee health, safety, or welfare
related to sexual abuse.
(4) Facility staff shall bring medical emergencies to the immediate attention of proper
medical personnel for further assessment.
(5) The facility shall issue a decision on the grievance within five days of receipt and shall
respond to an appeal of the grievance decision within 30 days. Facilities shall send all
grievances related to sexual abuse and the facility’s decisions with respect to such
grievances to the appropriate ICE Field Office Director at the end of the grievance
process.
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(6) To prepare a grievance, a detainee may obtain assistance from another detainee, the
housing officer or other facility staff, family members, or legal representatives. Staff
shall take reasonable steps to expedite requests for assistance from these other parties.
115.53 Detainee access to outside confidential support services.
(1) Each facility shall utilize available community resources and services to provide valuable
expertise and support in the areas of crisis intervention, counseling, investigation and the
prosecution of sexual abuse perpetrators to most appropriately address victims’ needs.
The facility shall maintain or attempt to enter into memoranda of understanding or other
agreements with community service providers or, if local providers are not available, with
national organizations that provide legal advocacy and confidential emotional support
services for immigrant victims of crime.
(2) Each facility’s written policies shall establish procedures to include outside agencies in
the facility’s sexual abuse prevention and intervention protocols, if such resources are
available.
(3) Each facility shall make available to detainees information about local organizations that
can assist detainees who have been victims of sexual abuse, including mailing addresses
and telephone numbers (including toll-free hotline numbers where available). If no such
local organizations exist, the facility shall make available the same information about
national organizations. The facility shall enable reasonable communication between
detainees and these organizations and agencies, in as confidential a manner as possible.
(4) Each facility shall inform detainees prior to giving them access to outside resources, of
the extent to which such communications will be monitored and the extent to which
reports of abuse will be forwarded to authorities in accordance with mandatory reporting
laws.
115.54 Third-party reporting.
(1) Each facility shall establish a method to receive third-party reports of sexual abuse in its
immigration detention facilities and shall make available to the public information on
how to report sexual abuse on behalf of a detainee.
OFFICIAL RESPONSE FOLLOWING A DETAINEE REPORT
115.61 Staff reporting duties.
(1) The agency and each facility shall require all staff to report immediately and according to
agency policy any knowledge, suspicion, or information regarding an incident of sexual
abuse that occurred in a facility; retaliation against detainees or staff who reported or
participated in an investigation about such an incident; and any staff neglect or violation
of responsibilities that may have contributed to an incident or retaliation. The agency
shall review and approve facility policies and procedures and shall ensure that the facility
specifies appropriate reporting procedures, including a method by which staff can report
outside of the chain of command.
(2) Staff members who become aware of alleged sexual abuse shall immediately follow the
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reporting requirements set forth in the agency’s and facility’s written policies and
procedures.
(3) Apart from such reporting, staff shall not reveal any information related to a sexual abuse
report to anyone other than to the extent necessary to help protect the safety of the victim
or prevent further victimization of other detainees or staff in the facility, or to make
medical treatment, investigation, law enforcement, or other security and management
decisions.
115.62 Protection duties.
(1) If an agency employee or facility staff member has a reasonable belief that a detainee is
subject to a substantial risk of imminent sexual abuse, he or she shall take immediate
action to protect the detainee.
115.63 Reporting to other confinement facilities.
(1) Upon receiving an allegation that a detainee was sexually abused while confined at
another facility, the agency or facility whose staff received the allegation shall notify the
ICE Field Office and the administrator of the facility where the alleged abuse occurred.
(2) The notification provided in paragraph (1) of this section shall be provided as soon as
possible, but no later than 72 hours after receiving the allegation.
(3) The agency or facility shall document that it has provided such notification.
(4) The agency or facility office that receives such notification, to the extent the facility is
covered by this subpart, shall ensure that the allegation is referred for investigation in
accordance with these standards and reported to the appropriate ICE Field Office
Director.
115.64 Responder duties.
(1) Upon learning of an allegation that a detainee was sexually abused, the first security staff
member to respond to the report, or his or her supervisor, shall be required to:
(a) Separate the alleged victim and abuser;
(b) Preserve and protect, to the greatest extent possible, any crime scene until
appropriate steps can be taken to collect any evidence;
(c) If the abuse occurred within a time period that still allows for the collection of
physical evidence, request the alleged victim not to take any actions that could
destroy physical evidence, including, as appropriate, washing, brushing teeth,
changing clothes, urinating, defecating, smoking, drinking, or eating; and
(d) If the sexual abuse occurred within a time period that still allows for the collection
of physical evidence, ensure that the alleged abuser does not take any actions that
could destroy physical evidence, including, as appropriate, washing, brushing
teeth, changing clothes, urinating, defecating, smoking, drinking, or eating.
(2) If the first staff responder is not a security staff member, the responder shall be required
to request that the alleged victim not take any actions that could destroy physical
evidence and then notify security staff.
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115.65 Coordinated response.
(1) Each facility shall develop a written institutional plan to coordinate actions taken by staff
first responders, medical and mental health practitioners, investigators, and facility
leadership in response to an incident of sexual abuse.
(2) Each facility shall use a coordinated, multidisciplinary team approach to responding to
sexual abuse.
(3) If a victim of sexual abuse is transferred between DHS immigration detention facilities,
the sending facility shall, as permitted by law, inform the receiving facility of the incident
and the victim’s potential need for medical or social services.
(4) If a victim is transferred between DHS immigration detention facilities or to a non-DHS
facility, the sending facility shall, as permitted by law, inform the receiving facility of the
incident and the victim’s potential need for medical or social services, unless the victim
requests otherwise.
115.66 Protection of detainees from contact with alleged abusers.
(1) Staff, contractors, and volunteers suspected of perpetrating sexual abuse shall be removed
from all duties requiring detainee contact pending the outcome of an investigation.
115.67 Agency protection against retaliation.
(1) Staff, contractors, and volunteers, and immigration detention facility detainees, shall not
retaliate against any person, including a detainee, who reports, complains about, or
participates in an investigation into an allegation of sexual abuse, or for participating in
sexual activity as a result of force, coercion, threats, or fear of force.
(2) For at least 90 days following a report of sexual abuse, the agency and facility shall
monitor to see if there are facts that may suggest possible retaliation by detainees or staff,
and shall act promptly to remedy any such retaliation.
115.68 Post-allegation protective custody.
(1) The facility shall take care to place detainee victims of sexual abuse in a supportive
environment that represents the least restrictive housing option possible (e.g., protective
custody), subject to the requirements of § 115.43.
(2) Detainee victims shall not be held for longer than five days in any type of administrative
segregation, except in highly unusual circumstances or at the request of the detainee.
(3) A detainee victim who is in protective custody after having been subjected to sexual
abuse shall not be returned to the general population until completion of a proper reassessment, taking into consideration any increased vulnerability of the detainee as a
result of the sexual abuse.
(4) Facilities shall notify the appropriate ICE Field Office Director whenever a detainee
victim has been held in administrative segregation for 72 hours.
INVESTIGATIONS
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115.71 Criminal and administrative investigations.
(1) If the facility has responsibility for investigating allegations of sexual abuse, all
investigations into alleged sexual abuse must be prompt, thorough, objective, and
conducted by specially trained, qualified investigators.
(2) Upon conclusion of a criminal investigation where the allegation was substantiated, an
administrative investigation shall be conducted. Upon conclusion of a criminal
investigation where the allegation was unsubstantiated, the facility shall review any
available completed criminal investigation reports to determine whether an administrative
investigation is necessary or appropriate. Administrative investigations shall be
conducted after consultation with the appropriate investigative office within DHS, and
the assigned criminal investigative entity.
(3) (a) The facility shall develop written procedures for administrative investigations,
including
provisions requiring:
i. Preservation of direct and circumstantial evidence, including any available
physical and DNA evidence and any available electronic monitoring data;
ii. (ii) Interviewing alleged victims, suspected perpetrators, and witnesses;
iii. (iii) Reviewing prior complaints and reports of sexual abuse involving the
suspected perpetrator;
iv. (iv) Assessment of the credibility of an alleged victim, suspect, or witness,
without regard to the individual’s status as detainee, staff, or employee, and
without requiring any detainee who alleges sexual abuse to submit to a
polygraph;
v. (v) An effort to determine whether actions or failures to act at the facility
contributed to the abuse; and
vi. (vi) Documentation of each investigation by written report, which shall include
a description of the physical and testimonial evidence, the reasoning behind
credibility assessments, and investigative facts and findings; and
vii. (vii) Retention of such reports for as long as the alleged abuser is detained or
employed by the agency or facility, plus five years.
(b) Such procedures shall govern the coordination and sequencing of the two types of
investigations, in accordance with paragraph (2) of this section, to ensure that the
criminal investigation is not compromised by an internal administrative investigation.
(4) The agency shall review and approve the facility policy and procedures for coordination
and conduct of internal administrative investigations with the assigned criminal
investigative entity to ensure non-interference with criminal investigations.
(5) The departure of the alleged abuser or victim from the employment or control of the
facility or agency shall not provide a basis for terminating an investigation.
(6) When outside agencies investigate sexual abuse, the facility shall cooperate with outside
investigators and shall endeavor to remain informed about the progress of the
investigation.
DISCIPLINE
115.76 Disciplinary sanctions for staff.
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(1) Staff shall be subject to disciplinary or adverse action up to and including removal from
their position and the Federal service for substantiated allegations of sexual abuse or for
violating agency or facility sexual abuse policies.
(2) The agency shall review and approve facility policies and procedures regarding
disciplinary or adverse actions for staff and shall ensure that the facility policy and
procedures specify disciplinary or adverse actions for staff, up to and including removal
from their position and from the Federal service for staff, when there is a substantiated
allegation of sexual abuse, or when there has been a violation of agency sexual abuse
rules, policies, or standards. Removal from their position and from the Federal service is
the presumptive disciplinary sanction for staff who have engaged in or attempted or
threatened to engage in sexual abuse, as defined under the definition of sexual abuse of a
detainee by a staff member, contractor, or volunteer, paragraphs (a) - (d) and (g) - (h) of
the definition of “sexual abuse of a detainee by a staff member, contractor, or volunteer”
in § 115.6.
(3) Each facility shall report all removals or resignations in lieu of removal for violations of
agency or facility sexual abuse policies to appropriate law enforcement agencies, unless
the activity was clearly not criminal.
(4) Each facility shall make reasonable efforts to report removals or resignations in lieu of
removal for violations of agency or facility sexual abuse policies to any relevant licensing
bodies, to the extent known.
115.77 Corrective action for contractors and volunteers.
(1) Any contractor or volunteer who has engaged in sexual abuse shall be prohibited from
contact with detainees. Each facility shall make reasonable efforts to report to any
relevant licensing body, to the extent known, incidents of substantiated sexual abuse by a
contractor or volunteer. Such incidents shall also be reported to law enforcement
agencies, unless the activity was clearly not criminal.
(2) Contractors and volunteers suspected of perpetrating sexual abuse shall be removed from
all duties requiring detainee contact pending the outcome of an investigation.
(3) The facility shall take appropriate remedial measures, and shall consider whether to
prohibit further contact with detainees by contractors or volunteers who have not engaged
in sexual abuse, but have violated other provisions within these standards.
115.78 Disciplinary sanctions for detainees.
(1) Each facility shall subject a detainee to disciplinary sanctions pursuant to a formal
disciplinary process following an administrative or criminal finding that the detainee
engaged in sexual abuse.
(2) At all steps in the disciplinary process provided in paragraph (1), any sanctions imposed
shall be commensurate with the severity of the committed prohibited act and intended to
encourage the detainee to conform with rules and regulations in the future.
(3) Each facility holding detainees in custody shall have a detainee disciplinary system with
progressive levels of reviews, appeals, procedures, and documentation procedure.
(4) The disciplinary process shall consider whether a detainee’s mental disabilities or mental
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illness contributed to his or her behavior when determining what type of sanction, if any,
should be imposed.
(5) The facility shall not discipline a detainee for sexual contact with staff unless there is a
finding that the staff member did not consent to such contact.
(6) For the purpose of disciplinary action, a report of sexual abuse made in good faith based
upon a reasonable belief that the alleged conduct occurred shall not constitute falsely
reporting an incident or lying, even if an investigation does not establish evidence
sufficient to substantiate the allegation.
MEDICAL AND MENTAL CARE
115.81 Medical and mental health assessments; history of sexual abuse.
(1) If the assessment pursuant to § 115.41 indicates that a detainee has experienced prior
sexual victimization or perpetrated sexual abuse, staff shall, as appropriate, ensure that
the detainee is immediately referred to a qualified medical or mental health practitioner
for medical and/or mental health follow-up as appropriate.
(2) When a referral for medical follow-up is initiated, the detainee shall receive a health
evaluation no later than two working days from the date of assessment.
(3) When a referral for mental health follow-up is initiated, the detainee shall receive a
mental health evaluation no later than 72 hours after the referral.
115.82 Access to emergency medical and mental health services.
(1) Detainee victims of sexual abuse shall have timely, unimpeded access to emergency
medical treatment and crisis intervention services, including emergency contraception
and sexually transmitted infections prophylaxis, in accordance with professionally
accepted standards of care.
(2) Emergency medical treatment services provided to the victim shall be without financial
cost and regardless of whether the victim names the abuser or cooperates with any
investigation arising out of the incident.
115.83 Ongoing medical and mental health care for sexual abuse victims and abusers.
(1) Each facility shall offer medical and mental health evaluation and, as appropriate,
treatment to all detainees who have been victimized by sexual abuse while in
immigration detention.
(2) The evaluation and treatment of such victims shall include, as appropriate, follow-up
services, treatment plans, and, when necessary, referrals for continued care following
their transfer to, or placement in, other facilities, or their release from custody.
(3) The facility shall provide such victims with medical and mental health services consistent
with the community level of care.
(4) Detainee victims of sexually abusive vaginal penetration by a male abuser while
incarcerated shall be offered pregnancy tests. If pregnancy results from an instance of
sexual abuse, the victim shall receive timely and comprehensive information about lawful
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pregnancy-related medical services and timely access to all lawful pregnancy-related
medical services.
(5) Detainee victims of sexual abuse while detained shall be offered tests for sexually
transmitted infections as medically appropriate.
(6) Treatment services shall be provided to the victim without financial cost and regardless
of whether the victim names the abuser or cooperates with any investigation arising out
of the incident.
(7) The facility shall attempt to conduct a mental health evaluation of all known detainee-ondetainee abusers within 60 days of learning of such abuse history and offer treatment
when deemed appropriate by mental health practitioners.
DATA COLLECTION AND REVIEW
115.86 Sexual abuse incident reviews.
(1) Each facility shall conduct a sexual abuse incident review at the conclusion of every
investigation of sexual abuse and, where the allegation was not determined to be
unfounded, prepare a written report within 30 days of the conclusion of the investigation
recommending whether the allegation or investigation indicates that a change in policy or
practice could better prevent, detect, or respond to sexual abuse. The facility shall
implement the recommendations for improvement, or shall document its reasons for not
doing so in a written response. Both the report and response shall be forwarded to the
Field Office Director, for transmission to the ICE PSA Coordinator.
(2) The review team shall consider whether the incident or allegation was motivated by race;
ethnicity; gender identity; lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, or intersex identification,
status, or perceived status; or gang affiliation; or was motivated or otherwise caused by
other group dynamics at the facility.
(3) Each facility shall conduct an annual review of all sexual abuse investigations and
resulting incident reviews to assess and improve sexual abuse intervention, prevention
and response efforts. If the facility has not had any reports of sexual abuse during the
annual reporting period, then the facility shall prepare a negative report. The results and
findings of the annual review shall be provided to the facility administrator and Field
Office Director or his or her designee, who shall transmit it to the ICE PSA Coordinator.
115.87 Data collection.
(1) Each facility shall maintain in a secure area all case records associated with claims of
sexual abuse, including incident reports, investigative reports, offender information, case
disposition, medical and counseling evaluation findings, and recommendations for postrelease treatment, if necessary, and/or counseling in accordance with these standards and
applicable agency policies, and in accordance with established schedules.
(2) On an ongoing basis, the PSA Coordinator shall work with relevant facility PSA
Compliance Managers and DHS entities to share data regarding effective agency
response methods to sexual abuse.
AUDITS AND COMPLIANCE
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115.93 Audits of standards.
(1) The agency may require an expedited audit if the agency has reason to believe that a
particular facility may be experiencing problems relating to sexual abuse. The agency
may also include referrals to resources that may assist the facility with PREA-related
issues.
ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS IN AGENCY POLICIES
115.95 Additional provisions in agency policies.
(1) The regulations in this subpart A establish minimum requirements for agencies and
facilities. Agency and facility policies may include additional requirements.
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Robotics Process Automation (RPA) Contract Requirement
The Detention Facility Robotics Process Automation (RPA) process requires that bed space and
transportation invoice costs and supporting documentation be recorded utilizing the DetentionTransportation Invoice Template (attached) and that all Templates must be submitted to both the
ERO Field Office Contract Officer Representative (COR) and the ERO RPA Team Mailbox
along with the monthly invoices. This invoice template should be completed in its entirety in the
established format (template included in this modification) to include, but not limited to, the
following: (1) Vendor Reference information including Bed Space Rate Breakdown, Invoice
Date Range, Transportation Cost Breakdown; (2) Bed Space data including Detainee Names and
corresponding Alien Numbers (A#); (3) Detainees Transported data including: Detainee Names,
corresponding Alien Numbers, Category and Mission #, Mission Data including Mandatory
Fields and Additional Mission Expenses corresponding to GSA and contract rates, as applicable
and allowed. Invoice updates may be requested by the COR and will require timely
resubmission to the COR and the ERO RPA Team Mailbox. The Government reserves the right
to update the detention facility invoice process, templates or other related documents, in order to
fix issues, expand capabilities, and improve performance of the reconciliation process.
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D. The Service Provider must make available a facility emergency evacuation procedure
guide that includes any patients currently housed in a medical/mental health housing area
including any isolation rooms as well as other special housing areas within the facility.
The service provider must provide training on all emergency plans to the onsite medical
staff.
E. A true copy of a detainee’s medical records shall be transferred with the detainee upon
request of the detainee. Otherwise a medical transfer summary shall accompany the
detainee outlining necessary care during transit that includes current medications,
medical precautions, tuberculosis testing and evaluation status, equipment needed, and
appropriately authorized methods of travel.
F. The Service Provider shall ensure that all health care providers utilized for ICE detainees
hold current licenses, certifications, and/or registrations within the State and/or City
where they treat our detained population. The Service Provider shall retain, at a
minimum, staffing levels as approved by IHSC at the time of implementation of this
contract.
G. The Service Provider shall furnish onsite health care under this Agreement as defined by
the Facility Local Health Authority (usually the Health Administrator) and as approved
by the ICE Health Authority on the effective date of this Agreement. The Service
Provider shall not charge any ICE detainee a fee or co-payment for medical services or
treatment provided at the Facility. The Service Provider shall ensure that ICE detainees
receive no lower level of onsite medical care and services than those it provides to local
inmates, and as spelled out in NDS 2019.
H. Onsite health care personnel shall perform initial medical screening within (12) hours of
arrival to the Facility. Arrival screening shall include, at a minimum, all questions
captured on the IHSC 795-A or equivalent. Required testing for TB infection and/or
disease using any Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved method, and recording
the history of past and present illnesses (mental and physical, dental, pregnancy status,
history of substance abuse, screening questions for other infectious disease, and current
health status). Initial screening will also contain height, weight, and a complete set of
vital signs (BP, P, T). Blood sugar and O2 readings may be necessary dependent upon
specified diagnosis or current medical concern.
I. The Service Provider shall furnish mental health evaluations as determined by the
Facility local health authority and in accordance with detention, NDS 2019, National
Commission on Correctional Health Care (NCCHC), and ACA standards with the
expectation to provide custody oversight and medication as needed.
J. A full health assessment to include a history and hands on physical examination
shall be completed within the first 14 days of detainee arrival unless the clinical
situation dictates an earlier evaluation. Detainees with chronic medical and/or mental
health conditions shall receive prescribed treatment and follow-up care with the
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performed on-site, they will be performed by a trained and qualified health care provider
and interpreted by a credentialed radiologist. There will be a non-punitive process in
place for detainees who refuse the screening assessment for TB.
The Service Provider will notify IHSC and the local health department of all detainees
with confirmed or suspected TB disease, including detainees with clinical or radiographic
evidence suggestive of TB. Notification shall occur within one working day of
identifying a detainee with confirmed or suspected TB disease. Notification to local
health departments shall identify the detainee as being in ICE custody and shall include
the alien number with other identifying information. For detainees with confirmed or
suspected TB disease, the Service Provider will coordinate with IHSC and the local
health department prior to release to facilitate release planning and referrals for continuity
of care.
The service provider will evaluate detainees annually for symptoms, consistent with TB,
within one year of the previously documented TB evaluation. For detainees initially
screened with a TST or IGRA with a negative result, annual evaluation will include
testing with the same method as previously used. For detainees initially evaluated with a
chest radiograph interpreted as not suggestive of TB disease, routine annual chest
radiograph is not recommended.
Q. Radiology Service Provider
If the service provider utilizes tele-radiology for Tuberculosis screening, the requirement
should be built into the established bed day rate for this IGSA.
R.

Airborne precautions
In order to prevent the spread of airborne infectious disease or cross contamination of
zones within the facility, the HVAC system in the intake screening area will be designed
to exhaust to the exterior and prevent air exchange between the intake screening area and
any other area within the facility (see CDC guidelines
http://www.cdc.gov/tb/publications/guidelines/Correctional.htm).

Other areas of concern:
Language Access Services: The Service Provider shall provide language access
services, which include interpretation and translation services, for limited English
proficient (LEP) detainees. This should be accomplished through professional
interpretation and translation or qualified bilingual personnel for necessary
communication with detainees who do not read, speak, write, or understand English. Oral
interpretation should be provided for residents who are illiterate. Other than in
emergencies, and even then only for that period of time before appropriate language
services can be procured, residents shall not be used for interpretation or translation
services. The Service Provider shall also make special provisions for detainees who are
illiterate. The Service Provider should utilize commercial phone language interpretive
1
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a.

Chest x-ray if employee has a history of LTBI, treatment history for
LTBI or TB disease, if applicable; and

b.

Additionally, on an annual basis and at own expense, contractor shall
provide a current TST or IGRA test result if the employee previously
tested negative for LTBI, evaluation for TB symptoms if the employee
previously tested positive for LTBI, and follow up as appropriate in
accordance with Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
guidelines.

2. Hepatitis B
The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) Blood-borne Pathogens
(BBP) Standard requires employers to provide employees at risk of occupational
exposure to blood and other potentially infectious material (OPIM) with the Hepatitis B
vaccination series. Health staff must do one of the following:
a.

Complete the Hepatitis B vaccination series; and provide documentation
of the vaccination series or titer results that confirm immunity to HBV; or

b.

Refuse the vaccination series for medical reasons and complete the
Immunization Declination Form.

Highly recommended vaccinations for custody staff in the detention environment;
Custody workers are considered to be at significant risk for acquiring or transmitting
Hepatitis B, measles, mumps, rubella, varicella and seasonal influenza. All of these
diseases are vaccine-preventable. Therefore, the following vaccinations are highly
recommended for custody staff. If staff decline or refuse any of these recommended
vaccines, an Immunization Declination Form is required.
a. Hepatitis A;
b. Hepatitis B;
c. Varicella;
d. Measles, Mumps, Rubella (MMR);
e. Diphtheria, tetanus, a-cellular pertussis (DTAP); and
f. Annual seasonal influenza.
Custody staff will provide immunization documentation or titer results to the Health Services
Administrator or the employer’s designee for placement in the employee health file. CDCs
Immunization of Health-Care Workers: Recommendations of the Advisory Committee on
Immunization Practices (ACIP) and the Hospital Infection Control Practices Advisory
Committee (HICPAC)
1
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Article 7. Employment Screening Requirements
Subject to existing laws, regulations, Executive Orders, and addenda to this Agreement, the
Service Provider shall not employ aliens unauthorized to work in the United States. Except
for maintaining personal living areas, ICE detainees shall not be required to perform manual
labor.
A. General. The Service Provider shall certify to the Contracting Officer that any employees
performing under this Agreement, who have access to ICE detainees, will have
successfully completed an employment screening that includes at a minimum a criminal
history records check, employment reference checks and a citizenship check.
B. Employment Eligibility. Each employee working on this contract shall successfully pass
the DHS Employment Eligibility Verification (E-Verify) program operated by USCIS to
establish work authorization.
The E-Verify system, formerly known as the Basic Pilot/Employment Eligibility
Verification Program, is an Internet-based system operated by DHS USCIS, in
partnership with the Social Security Administration (SSA) that allows participating
employers to electronically verify the employment eligibility of their newly hired
employees. E-Verify represents the best means currently available for employers to
verify the work authorization of their employees.
Each employee working on this contract shall have a Social Security Card issued and
approved by the Social Security Administration. The Contractor shall be responsible to
the Government for acts and omissions of his own employees and for any
subcontractor(s) and their employees.
Subject to existing law, regulations and/or other provisions of this contract, illegal or
undocumented aliens shall not be employed by the Contractor, or under this contract.
The Contractor shall ensure that this provision is expressly incorporated into any and all
Subcontracts or subordinate agreements issued in support of this contract.
C. Security Management. The Contractor shall appoint a senior official to act as the
Corporate Security Officer. The individual shall interface with the OPR-PSU through the
COR on all security matters, to include physical, personnel, and protection of all
Government information and data accessed by the Contractor.
The COR and the OPR-PSU shall have the right to inspect the procedures, methods, and
facilities utilized by the Contractor in complying with the security requirements under
this contract. Should the COR determine that the Contractor is not complying with the
security requirements of this contract, the Contractor will be informed in writing by the
Contracting Officer of the proper action to be taken in order to effect compliance with
such requirements.
1
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Article 8. Period of Performance
This Agreement becomes effective upon the date of final signature by the ICE Contracting
Officer and the authorized signatory of Finney County Sheriff’s Office and will remain in
effect indefinitely. Either party must provide written notice of intention to terminate the
agreement, 90 days in advance of the effective date of formal termination, or the Parties may
agree to a shorter period under the procedures prescribed in Article 11. If this Agreement is
terminated by either party under this Article, ICE will not be under any financial obligation
for any costs related to and arising out of the Agreement after the effective date of
termination. The Service Provider will only be paid for services provided to ICE up to and
including the day of termination.
Article 9. Inspections, Audit, Surveys, and Tours
A. Facility Inspections: The Service Provider shall allow ICE or an entity or organization
approved by ICE, to conduct inspections of the Facility, to ensure an acceptable level of
services and acceptable conditions of confinement as determined by ICE. No notice to
the Service Provider is required prior to an inspection. ICE will share findings of the
inspection with the Service Provider's Facility Administrator. The Inspection Report will
state any improvements to facility operation, conditions of confinement, and level of
service that will be required by the Service Provider.
B. Facilities holding detainees for 72 hours or less are evaluated in accordance with
Attachment 4 of this agreement. To this end, the ratings are scored as: Acceptable,
Deficient, At-Risk or Not Applicable. ICE will not house detainees in any facility that has
received two consecutive overall ratings of less than acceptable. Upon notice that the
second overall rating is less than acceptable, ICE will remove all detainees from the
Facility within seven (7) calendar days. Any minimum guarantee stated elsewhere in this
Agreement is no longer applicable if detainees are removed as a result of two overall
ratings less than acceptable. No further funds will be obligated and no further payments
will be made.
C. Possible Termination: If the Service Provider, after being afforded reasonable time to
comply with the ratings as described in Paragraph B, fails to remedy deficient service
identified through an ICE inspection, ICE may terminate this Agreement without regard
to any other provisions in this Agreement.
D. Share Findings: The Service Provider shall provide ICE copies of facility inspections,
reviews, examinations, and surveys performed by accreditation sources. The Service
Provider shall cooperate fully with the Detention Service Manager (DSM).

1
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4. Nothing in this Agreement shall restrict the Service Provider from acquiring
additional vehicles as deemed necessary by the Service Provider at no cost to the
Government.
I. Training and Compliance: The Service Provider shall comply with ICE transportation
standards (http://www.ice.gov/detention-standards/2019/) related to the number of hours
the Service Provider’s employee may operate a vehicle. The transportation shall be
accomplished in the most economical manner. The Service Provider personnel provided
for the above services shall be of the same qualifications, receive training, complete the
same security clearances, and wear the same uniforms as those personnel provided for in
other areas of this Agreement.
J. Miscellaneous Transportation: The COR may direct the Service Provider to transport
detainees to unspecified, miscellaneous locations.
K. When the COR provides documents to the Service Provider concerning the detainee(s) to
be transported and/or escorted, the Service Provider shall deliver these documents only to
the named authorized recipients. The Service Provider shall ensure the material is kept
confidential and not viewed by any person other than the authorized recipient.
L. The Service Provider shall establish a fully operational communication system that has
direct and immediate contact with all transportation vehicles and post assignments. Upon
demand, the COR shall be provided with current status of all vehicles and post
assignment employees.
M. Failure on the Service Provider’s part to comply fully with the detainee(s) departure as
pre-scheduled shall result in the Service Provider having deductions made for nonperformance.
N. Armed Transportation Officers: All transportation Detention Officers shall be armed in
the performance of these duties. Armed county detention officers are not federal law
enforcement officers. Even though the armed county detention officers are performing
work on behalf of the federal government, they have not been statutorily granted or
delegated authority to enforce federal laws. As such, the armed county detention officers
do not possess any federal authority to carry firearms across states lines – even if they are
performing duties on behalf of ICE. The armed county detention officers are subject to
state and local laws in these situations and must comply with any applicable state or local
requirements (licensing, credentialing, etc.) regarding the possession of firearms.
O. Billing Procedures: The itemized monthly invoice for such stationary guard services
shall state the number of hours being billed, the duration of the billing (times and dates)
and the name of the detainee(s) that was guarded.
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with the Service Provider’s capability to respond.

Article 14. Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR)
A. The COR will be designated by the Contracting Officer. When and if the COR duties are
reassigned, an administrative modification will be issued to reflect the changes. This
designation does not include authority to sign contractual documents or to otherwise
commit to, or issue changes, which could affect the price, quantity, or performance of this
Agreement.
Should the Service Provider believe it has received direction that is not within the scope
of the agreement; the Service Provider shall not proceed with any portion that is not
within the scope of the agreement without first contacting the Contracting Officer. The
Service Provider shall continue performance of efforts that are deemed within the scope.
Article 15. Hold Harmless Provisions
Unless specifically addressed by the terms of this Agreement, the parties agree to be
responsible for the negligent or wrongful acts or omissions of their respective employees.
$ Service Provider Liability Limitations: ICE liability for any injury, damage or loss to
persons or property arising in the performance of this Agreement and caused by the
negligent or tortuous conduct of its own officers, employees, and other persons provided
coverage pursuant to federal law is governed by the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 USC
2691 et seq.(FTCA). Compensation for work related injuries for ICE’s officers,
employees and covered persons is governed by the Federal Employees Compensation Act
(FECA). ICE agrees to the extent permitted under Federal law, to waive all claims and
causes of action it may have against the Service Provider for any injury, damage or loss to
the Government, not otherwise provided for in this agreement, as a result of claims paid
or judgments incurred under either the FTCA or FECA. The Service Provider shall
promptly notify ICE of any claims or lawsuits filed against any ICE employees of which
Service Provider is notified.
% Federal Government Held Harmless: Service Provider liability for any injury, damage or
loss to persons or property arising out of the performance of this Agreement and caused
by the negligence of its own officers, employees, agents and representatives is governed
by the laws of .DQVDV Nothing herein shall waive the application of sovereign immunity
to the Service Provider. ICE will promptly notify the Service Provider of any claims filed
against any of Service Providers employees of which ICE is notified. The Federal
Government shall have no liability to Service Provider for any injury, damage or loss to
persons or property caused by a Service Provider employee arising in the performance of
this Agreement.
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 .B4 -4S_C24 *SO^C34S /@S44X YO 2OKQJb `CYB YB4 *SD^/2b 2Y O5  2Y /L3 YB4
/@4L2b S]J4X /L3 S4@]J/YCOLX CXX]43 ]L34S YB4 2Y CL YB4 34XC@L 34^4JOQK4LY OS
OQ4S/YCOL O5 /Lb XbXY4K O5 S42OS3X OL CL3C^C3]/JX YO /22OKQJCXB /L /@4L2b ?L2YCOL `B4L
YB4 @S44K4LY XQ42C:2/JJb C34LYC7E4X C YB4 XbXY4KX O5 S42OS3X /L3 CC YB4 34XC@L
34^4JOQK4LY OS OQ4S/YCOL `OSI YB/Y YB4 -4S^C24 *SO^C34S CX YO Q4S8PSK .B4 -4S^C24
*SO^C34S XB/JJ /JXO CL2J]34 YB4 *SD^/2b 2Y CLYO /Lb /L3 /JJ X]02OLYS/2YX `B4L YB4 `OSI
XY/Y4K4LY CL YB4 QSOQOX43 X]02OLYS/2Y S4R]CS4X YB4 S434XCA 34^4JOQK4LY OS OQ4S/YCOL O5
/ XbXY4K O5 S42OS3X OL CL3C^C3]/JX YB/Y CX X]0H42Y YO YB4 2Y /L3
'L YB4 4^4LY O5 ^COJ/YCOLX O5 YB4 2Y / 2C^CJ /2YCOL K/b 04 0SO]@BY /@/CLXY YB4 /@4L2b
CL^OJ^43 `B4L YB4 ^COJ/YCOL 2OL24VX YB4 34XC@L 34^4JOQK4LY OS OQ4S/YCOL O5 / XbXY4K
O5 S42OS3X OL CL3C^C3]/JX YO /22OKQJCXB /L /@4L2b ?L2YCOL /L3 2SCKCL/J Q4L/JYC4X K/b
04 CKQOX43 ]QOL YB4 O6;24SX OS 4KQJOb44X O5 YB4 /@4L2b `B4L YB4 ^COJ/ZCOL 2OL24VX YB4
OQ4S/YCOL O5 / XbXY4K O5 S42OS3X OL CL3C^C3]/JX YO /22OKQJCXB /L /@4L2b ?L2YCOL $OS
Q]SQOX4X O5 YB4 2Y `B4L YB4 /@S44K4L[ CX =S YB4 OQ4S/YCOL O5 / XbXY4K O5 S42OS3X OL
CL3C^C3]/JX YO /22OKQJCXB /L /@4L2b ?L2YCOL YB4 -4S^C24 +SO^C34S CX 2OLXC34S43 YO 04 /L
4KQJOb44 O5 YB4 /@4L2b
 )Q4S/YCOL O5 / XbXY4K O5 S42OS3X  /X ]X43 CL YBCX SYC2J4 K4/LX Q4S=MN/L24 O5 /Lb
O5 YB4 /2YC^CYC4X /XXO2C/Y43 `CYB K/CLY/CLCL@ YB4 XbXY4K O5 S42OS3X CL2J]3CL@ YB4
2OJJ42YCOL ]X4 /L3 3CXX4KCL/YCOL O5 S42OS3X
 ,42OS3  /X ]X43 CL YBCX SYC2J4 K4/LX /Lb CY4K 2OJJ42YCOL OS @SO]QCL@ O5
CL=U/YCOL /0O]Y /L CL3C^C3]/J YB/Y CX K/CLY/CL43 0b /L /@4L2b CL2J]3CL@ 0]Y LOY
JCKCY43 YO 43]2/YCOL <L/L2C/J YS/LX/2YCOLX K43C2/J BCXYOSb /L3 2SGKCL/J OS
4KQJObK4LY BCXYOSb /L3 YB/Y 2OLY/CLX YB4 Q4SXOLX L/K4 OS YB4 C34LYC5bCL@ L]K04S
XcK0OJ OT OYB4S C34LYC5bCL@ Q/T\C2]J/S /XXC@L43 YO YB4 CL3C^C3]/J X]2B /X / 8FL@4WSDLY
OS ^OC24QSCLY OS / QBOYO@S/QB
 -bXY4K O5 S42OS3X OL CL3C^C3]/JX  /X ]X43 CL YBCX S\C2J4 K4/LX / @SO]Q O5 /Lb
S42OS3X ]L34S YB4 2OLYSOJ O5 /Lb /@4L2b >OK `BC2B CL8PSK/YCOL CX S4YSC4^43 0b YB4
L/K4 O5 YB4 CL3C^C3]/J OS 0b XOK4 C34LYC5bCL@ L]K04S XbK0OJ OS OYB4S C34LYC5bCL@
Q/S\C2]J/S /XXC43 YO YB4 CL3C^C3]/J
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/O1^ ,WW,0A , 0OQ^ O3 WA2 0OLWSOHHBL> 1O0YJ2LW
BB    " % " !OS , 0OJJ2S0B,H BW2J 2]02QWBOL WA2 O562SOS VA,HH VY/JBW
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modification (1) where prices of the modification are based upon adequate price competition,
or
(2) when a waiver has been granted.
(b) If any price, including profit or fee, negotiated in connection with any modification under
this
clause, or any cost reimbursable under this IGSA, was increased by any significant amount
because
(1) the Service Provider or a subcontractor furnished certified cost or pricing data that were
not complete, accurate, and current as certified in its Certificate of Current Cost or Pricing
Data,
(2) a subcontractor or prospective subcontractor furnished the Service Provider certified cost
or pricing data that were not complete, accurate, and current as certified in the Service
Provider's Certificate of Current Cost or Pricing Data, or
(3) any of these parties furnished data of any description that were not accurate, the price or
cost shall be reduced accordingly and the IGSA shall be modified to reflect the reduction.
This right to a price reduction is limited to that resulting from defects in data relating to
modifications for which this clause becomes operative under paragraph (a) of this clause.
(c) Any reduction in the IGSA price under paragraph (b) of this clause due to defective data from
a prospective subcontractor that was not subsequently awarded the subcontract shall be
limited to the amount, plus applicable overhead and profit markup, by which (1) the actual
subcontract or
(2) the actual cost to the Service Provider, if there was no subcontract, was less than the
prospective subcontract cost estimate submitted by the Service Provider; provided, that the
actual subcontract price was not itself affected by defective certified cost or pricing data.
(d)(1) If the Contracting Officer determines under paragraph (b) of this clause that a price or
cost reduction should be made, the Service Provider agrees not to raise the following matters
as a defense:
(i) The Service Provider or subcontractor was a sole source supplier or otherwise was in a
superior bargaining position and thus the price of the IGSA would not have been modified
even if accurate, complete, and current certified cost or pricing data had been submitted.
(ii) The Contracting Officer should have known that the certified cost or pricing data in
issue were defective even though the Service Provider or subcontractor took no affirmative
action to bring the character of the data to the attention of the Contracting Officer.
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5 /L8 XWi^46iX^ 4J^88h iX 6XVZTr pNiL "878^4T 4W7 J8W6r ^86X^7h V4W4J8V8Wi ZXTN6N8h
NW6Tm7NWJ iLXh8 ZXTN6N8h 4hhX6N4i87 pNiL iL8 h4@9Jm4^7NWJ X: ^86X^7h 6Xo8^87 5r iL8 ,^Oo46r
6i X:  0L8h8 [XTN6N8h NW6Tm78 iL8 [^8h8ao4iNXW X: 4TT ^86X^7h 6^84i87 X^ ^868No87
^8J4^7T8hh X: @YaV4i VX78 X; i^4WhVNhhNXW X^ hi4i8 X: 6XVZT8iNXW
     
4 0L8 XWi^46iX^ hL4TT WXi 6^84i8 X^ V4NWi4NW 4Wr ^86X^7h WXi hZ86NC64TTr iN87 iX X^
4miLXcs87 5r iL8 6XWi^46i mhNWJ $Xo8f8Wi %/ 8\mN[V8Wi 4W7X^ $Xo8f8Wi ^86X^7h X^ iL4i
6XWj4NW $Xo8f8Wi J8W6r 74i4 0L8 XWi^46iX^ hL4TT 68`iN:r NW p^NiNWJ iL8 78hi`m6iNXW X^
^8ime X: 4TT $Xo8f8Wi 74i4 4i iL8 6XW6TmhNXW X: iL8 6XWi^46i X^ 4i 4 iNV8 XiL8`pNh8 hZ86ND87
NW iL8 6XWi^46i
5 q68Zi 4h hi4i87 NW iL8 ,8^F`V4W68 3X^S .i4i8V8Wi 4W7 pL8^8 4ZZTN645T8 iL8
XWi^46iX^h XVV8^6N4T )N68Wh8 J^88V8Wi iL8 $Xo8f8Wi J8W6r XpWh iL8 ^OJLih iX 4TT
8T86i^XWN6 NWF^V4iNXW 8T86i^XWN6 74i4 8T86i^XWN6 NWF^V4iNXW hrhi8Vh X^ 8T86i^XWN6 74i454h8h
4W7 4TT hmZZXaiNWJ 7X6mV8Wi4iNXW 4W7 4hhX6N4i87 V8i474i4 6^84i87 4h Z4^j X: iLNh 6XWi^46l TT
78TNo8^45T8h NW6Tm7NWJ 4TT 74i4 4W7 ^86X^7h mW78^ iL8 6XWi^46i 4^8 iL8 Z^XZ8^ir X: iL8 1 .
$Xo8f8Wi 4W7 4]8 6XWhN78^87 B78^4T ^86X^7h @Y^ pLN6L iL8 J8W6r hL4TT L4o8 mWTNVNi87
^NJLih iX mh8 7NhZXh8 X< X^ 7Nh6TXh8 hm6L 74i4 6XWi4NW87 iL8^8NW /L8 XWi^46iX^ Vmhj 78TNo8^
hm=E6N8Wi i86LWN64T 7X6mV8Wi4iNXW pNiL 4TT 74i4 78TNo8^45T8h iX Z8`VNi iL8 4J8W6r iX mh8 iL8
74i4
6 0L8 XWi^46iX^ hL4TT WXi ^8i4NW mh8 h8TT 7Nhh8VNW4i8 X^ 7Nh[Xh8 X: 4Wr JXo8f8Wi
74i4^86X^7h X^ 78TNo8^45T8h pNiLXmi iL8 8qZ^8hh p^Nii8W Z8dNhhNXW X; iL8 XWi^46iNWJ *>E68^
X^ XWi^46iNWJ *>E68^h -8Z^8h8Wi4iNo8 /L8 J8W6r 4W7 Nih 6XWi^46iX^h 4^8 ^8hZXWhN5T8 F^
Z^8o8WiNWJ iM8 4TN8W4iNXW X^ mW4miLX`Nt87 78hi`m6iNXW X? ^86X^7h NW6Tm7NWJ 4TT F^Vh X:
VmiNT4iNXW 3NTTIT 4W7 mWT4pIT 78hibn6iOXW 74V4J8 X^ 4TN8W4iNXW X; #878^4T ^86X^7h Nh
hm5R86i iX iL8 @PW8h 4W7 Z8W4TiN8h NVZXh87 5r  2. u  -86X^7h V4r WXi 58 ^8VXo87
@_XV iL8 T8J4T 6mhiX7r X: iL8 J8W6r X^ 78hi^Xr87 pNiLXmi ^8J4^7 iX iL8 Z^XoNhNXWh X; iL8
J8W6r ^86X^7h h6L87mU8h
       



          

    

              

         
0L8 mh8 X: ^84T 74i4 6XWi4NWNWJ h8WhNiNo8 ,&% GXV 4Wr hXm^68 F^ i8hiNWJ X^ i^4NWNWJ [m^ZXh8h Nh
J8W8^4TTr [^XLN5Ni87 /L8 XWi^46iX^ hL4TT mh8 hrWiL8iN6 X^ 78 N78WiNC87 ^84T 74i4 F^ i8hiNWJ X^
i^4NWNWJ pL8W8o8^ B4hN5T8 % ZXTN6r ^8\mN^8h iL4i 4Wr Z^XZXh4T iX mh8 X: ^84T 74i4 X^ 78
N78WiNC87 74i4 F^ (/ hrhi8V i8hiNWJ X^ i^4NWNWJ 58 4ZZ^Xo87 5r iL8 & ,`No46r *>AP68^ 4W7
LN8: %WF^V4iNXW .86m^Nir *>AP68^ &.* NW 47o4W68 %W iL8 8o8Wi Z8^F`V4W68 X; iL8 6XWi^46i
^8\mN^8h X^ W868hhNi4i8h iL8 mh8 X: ^84T 74i4 @Y^ hrhi8V i8hiNWJ X^ i^4NWNWJ ZmgXh8h iL8
XWi^46iX^ NW 6XX^7NW4iNXW pNiL iL8 XWi^46iNWJ *>E68^ X^ XWi^46iNWJ *>AP68^h -8Z^8h8Wi4iNo8
4W7 $Xo8f8Wi Z^XK4V V4W4J8^ hL4TT X5i4OW 4ZZ^Xo4T HXV kL8 '! ,]Qo46r +>E68 4W7 '.+
4W7 6XV[T8i8 4Wr ^8\mN^87 7X6mV8Wi4iNXW
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/H9 VUd\25dV\ Lb \9[gL\97 dV V4d2LU 2 9\fLA52dLVU 2U7 55\97Ld2dLVU C\ 2Uq $0 9UhL\VUT9Ud
VkU97 V\ 5VUd\VRR97 4q dH9 VUd\25dV\ V\ 2Uq .g45VUd\25dV\ VU kHL5H "Vh9`9Ud 72d2 bH2RR
\9bL79 C\ dH9 YgaVb9b V: $0 bqbd9T 79h9RVYT9Ud 79bLG 72d2 TL2dLVU d9bdLUE d\2LULUE
T2LUd9U2U59 gb9 V\ 7LbYVb2R
     
2 /H9 VUd\25dV\ bH2SR bgYYV\f dH9 5VTYR9dMVU V: dH9 ,\Lh25q 0H\9bHVR7 U2RqbLb ,0
7V5gT9Ud kH9U Ld Lb \9[gL\97 ,/b 2\9 d\LEE9\97 4q dH9 5\92dLVU TV7LA52dLVU gY279 V\
7MbYVbLdLVU V: 2U $/ bqbd9T 2U7 Tgbd 49 \9U9k97 2d R92bd 9h9\q dK\99 q92\b 1YVU \9hL9k V:
dH9 ,0 dH9 #. ,\Lh25q *;=O59 79d9\TLU9b kH9dH9\ 2 ,\Lh25q $TY25d bb9bbT9Ud ,$
2U7V\ ,\Lh25q 5d .qbd9T V: -95V\7b (VdL59 .*-) V\ TV7LA52dLVUb dH9\9dV 2\9 \9[gL\97
0H9 VUd\25dV\ bH2RR Y\VhL79 279[g2d9 bgYYV\d dV 5VTYR9d9 dH9 ,$ LU 2 dLT9Rq T2UU9\ 2U7
bH2RR 9Ubg\9 dH2e Y\VP95d T2U2E9T9Ud YR2Ub 2U7 b5H97gR9b LU5Rg79 eH9 ,0 ,$ 2U7 .*-(
dV dH9 9pd9Ud \9[gL\97 2b TLR9bdVU9b 77LdLVU2R LUC\T2dLVU VU dH9 Y\Lh25q 5VTYRL2U59
Y^V59bb 2d #. LU5Rg7LUE ,0b ,$b 2U7 .*-(b Lb RV52d97 VU dH9 #. ,\Lh25q *;B59
k94bLd9 lmn8IcFWiZ]Nj36r gU79\ VTYRL2U59 #. ,\Lh25q ,VRL5q "gL72U59
'9TV^2U7gT  b9db C\fJ kH9U 2 ,$ kLRR 49 \9[gL\97 2d #. 2U7 dH9 ,\Lh25q $TY25d
bb9bbT9Ud "gL72U59 2U7 09TYR2d9 VgdRLU9 dH9 \9[gL\9T9Udb 2U7 >X\T2d C\ dH9 ,$
4 $: dH9 5VUd\25d LUhVRh9b 2U $0 bqbd9T 4gLR7 V\ bg4bd2UdL2R 79h9RVYT9Ud V\ 5H2UE9b dV 2U $/
bqbd9T dH2d T2q \9[gL\9 Y\Lh25q 7V5gT9Ud2dLVU dH9 VUd\25dV\ bH2RR 2bbLEU V\ Y\V5g\9 2
,\Lh25q &927 dV 49 RLbd97 gU79\ %9q ,9\bVUU9R /H9 ,\Lh25q &927 bH2RR 49 \9bYVUbL4R9 C\
Y\VhL7LUE 279[g2d9 bgYYV\f dV #. dV 9Ubg\9 #. 52U 5VTYR9d9 2Uq \9[gL\97 ,0 ,$
.*-) V\ VdH9\ bgYYV\fLUE 7V5gT9Ud2dLVU dV bgYYV\d Y\Lh25q 5VTYRL2U59 0H9 ,\Lh25q &927
bH2RR oV\Q kLdH Y9\bVUU9R >_VT dH9 Y\V2T V;B59 dH9 $! ,\Lh25q *<=O59 dH9 +;=O59 V: dH9
HL9: $UC\T2dLVU *;B59\ 2U7 dH9 -95V\7b '2U2E9T9Ud \2U5H dV 9Ubg\9 dH2d dH9 Y\Lh25q
7V5gT9Ud2dLVU Lb Q9Yd VU b5H97gR9 dH2d dH9 2Ubk9\b dV [g9bdLVUb LU dH9 ,$ 2\9 dHV\VgEH 2U7
5VTYR9d9 2U7 dH2d [g9bdLVUb 2bQ97 4q dH9 $! ,\Lh25q *;B59 2U7 VdH9\ V@59b 2\9 2Ubk9\97
LU 2 dLT9Rq ?bHLVU 0H9 ,\Lh25q &927
t 'gbd H2h9 9p59RR9Ud k\LdLUE bQLRRb dH9 24LRLdq dV 9pYR2LU d95HUVRVEq 5R92\Rq
>X\ 2 UVU d95HUL52R 2g7L9U59 2U7 dH9 24LRLdq dV bqUdH9bLs9 LUC\T2dLVU DVT 2
h2\L9dq V: bVg\59b
u 'gbd H2h9 9p59RR9Ud h9\42R 5VTTgUL52dLVU 2U7 V\E2ULs2dLVU2R bQLRRb
t 'gbd H2h9 9pY9\L9U59 k\LdLUE ,$b $792RRq dH9 52U7L72d9 kVgR7 H2h9
9pY9\L9U59 k\LdLUE ,$b C\ #.
v 'gbd 49 QUVkR97E924R9 24Vgd dH9 ,\Lh25q 5d V:  2U7 dH9 !
"Vh9`9Ud 5d V: 
t 'gbd 49 24R9 dV kV\Q k9RR kLdH VdH9\b
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Bed Space Tracking Initiative (BSTI) Contract Requirement
The Custody Management – ServiceNow platform portal (Custody SNOW) is a consolidated
portal that will enable ICE to meet detention facility reporting requirements. Detention facilities
are required to complete the attached template and submit it twice daily via e-mail to
BSTI@ice.dhs.gov at 9:00am EST and 4:00pm EST. In the future, the data platform may include,
but not limited to, the Bed Space Tracking Initiative (BSTI), Segregation Management Reporting
System (SMRS), Prison Rape Elimination Act (PREA) and Sexual Abuse and Assault Prevention
and Intervention (SAAPI) compliance, national detention standards compliance, as well as other
detention-related compliance and initiative reports being developed by ICE. Applicable
submission forms and reporting templates will be made available to the detention facilities via
email, the Custody SNOW portal or other electronically transmitted medium of the governments
choice. Data input may be required on an as-required basis, such as, per incident or an established
reporting time of day requirement, based on the specific subject, and as required under applicable
Federal law, ICE policies, and/or program procedures. The Government reserves the right to
update the Custody SNOW portal and associated forms, user access, and submission process for
uploading the required data to correct issues, expand capabilities, and improve performance of the
system.

